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QUESTION IN PSYCHOLOGY.

CONSERVATION OF DIGNITY.

WET OR DRY

As a matter of preserving dignity. President Taft, It Is urged, should
Schwartz, the New York boy who brutally murdered poor
cHT
little Julia Connors, "cheat the electric chair," ns the dispatches said, wheu recommend the repeal of the Canadian reciprocity act and, as William has
the killed himself a few days later.
dignity If nothing else, we rather expect him to do It. That's why we rise
This Is a question which we should answer as a people. We should on this occasion to announce our utter disrespect for dignity as an Ice cutter,
Carlsbad, N. M., Au". 1. A year
It Is true thut Uncle Sam falls short In personal lookB with a standing
answer it not in passion for revenge, or In hist after a lite for a life, but
Carlsbad went dry by agreement.
ago
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to
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horrid
such
a
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Miss Canada at which she turns up her nose, but there's one
thing. proposal
THE NEW MEXICAN
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
a
clause
act
wise
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which is in effect, as matters stand, towlt: Wood pulp
such
Young Schwartz killed little Julia Connors
wind up their business and closed
tails are known to few. But we know this It was one of those sex crimes and paper are on the free list. It Uncle Sam takes back his proposal in their
Oldest Dally In ths Southwest and Only Dally at Stats Capital.
most of
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
In which the victim Is dreadfully mutilated for no apparent reason.
bulk, wood pulp and puper would be restored to the dutiable list and heaven them places of business,
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moving
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w
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Newt..
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Industrial
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things
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world
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Political
Every
modern
only
The
paper
newspapers, magazines
Makes Specialty of Mining,
White-chapquestion Is ngaln acute. Just south
other publications.
Pott Office of State.. $2.00 a Year.
years ago, "Jack the Kipper" carried terror to the women of the
Even under present paper trust conditions, there Is no Important news- of town In the Mexican village of San
For months, at intervals, these women were
district in London.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
and blind insanity. Since then puper that can make Its expenses out of Its circulation receipts. The cheap Jose, with Its church, school end
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanlah Paper In United States, $2.50 found Blnslied and dismembered by senseless
little
there has been a "Jack the Ripper" on the criminal map somewhere almost paper of 12, 14, 16, 20 pages would be a positive money loser If it relied p'aza. The residents own their Carlsa Y ear.
President all the time. Probably such crimes have been a part of the mystery of sex wholly on its Income from the reader. Prolit depends wholly upon the quantity places and get water from the
BRONSON CUTTING
of space sold to advertisers. This is no longer a secret to either reader or bad project to grow their gardens and
..Editor psychology from before the dawn of history.
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
The case of Nuthnn Schwartz should be studied If for no other reaaon publisher, and It has been the thing that has "commercialized" a large part little orchards. It is an orderly comAssociate Editor
F. BROGAN
WILLIAM
General Manager than to demonstrate that the perpetrators of such deeds are not necessarily of the public presB. With print paper the big item of cost, the average pub munity. But now things' are likely
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
B. Y. Allen has been
bad men. They are mad1 men. Nathan Schwartz no more understood why lisher naturally looks to the patrons who contribute most toward carrying to change.
,
he did the thing for which he punished himself by death than any normal that burden.
granted a license to open a saloon. It
'
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Tho only salvation for the honest publisher, the fellow who feels that Is
the corporate limits of
man knows.
letter ho has public duty to perform, is to early and often convince his advertis Carlsbad and has no organization for
"Tell mother." says he in that pathetic, tragic,
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION
her
not
cry
Under the circumstanwhich he left behind, "that I am really guilty, and that she shall
ing patrons that tt Is to tthelr Interest that he stand by the reader every time government.
$3.50
$ .25 Dally, six months, by mall
So close Is the print papermakers' combination that it Is doubtful
Dally, per week, by carrier
and heart out. I know she thinks I am innocent. I am Borry I done It
ces there can be but little control.
1.00 eyes
75 Weekly, six months
.'
one
me
nor
Dally, per month, by carrier
blame
for
can't
It,
and
much
I
I
any
as
to
In
do,
often
you
San Jose and Carlsbad
the American publisher whatever the tariff The people
but got crazy,
advantage results
$.00
65 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by mall
He was more severe with himself than enlightened criminology will be. relations in respect of Canadian pulp and paper, but the open tariff door at are much worked up over the matter
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mall
For where he says "guilty" and "crazy", the world will one day agree to least has a moral effect It at least offers opportunity for beginners to go and efforts are being made to keep
In and buck the liveliest, most sanctimonious cinch ever dreamed of. And this new saloon venture out. A big
say only "insane."
OFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY.
He was not a bad boy. He wrote "This is to my dear mother who I am In a conflict between moral effect and Taft's dignity, we're hot for the meeting in the BnptUt church last
always homesick for." He told In this last letter of two days' wages owing morality.
Sunday night developed that the busTh New Mexican la the oldest newapaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to him and asked that the money be given "to mother for she Is very poor."
iness interests of the town are In line
tne
circulation
He wrote that he was sorry to make all that trouble for his "neighbor,
every poitoffloe In the Territory, and has a large and growing
with the citizens' movement against
BACK TO BARBARISM.
boardinghouse keeper. "But," said he, "all be will have to do will be to
among the InteJ'isent and progressive people of the Southwest.
the saloons. The great majority of
Ga
A
men
of
clerk
at
headed
the
court
the
of
party
by
Dawson,
superior
a
call
cop."
the people are opposed to saloons and
The letter shows that this boy's soul, like Othello's, was not essentially carried a young white girl to the woods in an automobile, stripped' her and In case the state had a local option
evil, but "perplexed in the extreme." He wns ruled by a recurring, fixed flayed her with a whip until she now lies at the point of death, for no other law Carlsbad would remain as dry as
and uncontrollable Impulse. So are all those men whose dreadful sex crimes reason than that she would not take an oath that she would never again
a bone as far as llouor is concerned.
see the
son of one of the scoundrels.
bring them into the grip of the law habitually.
But there ere others in trouble. The
It seems incredible in this age tlhat such Infernal atrocities can be com
Every "Jack the Ripper" is a madman. Instead of being punished, they
town of Loving, a
PROMOTES RECALL CAUSE
should be cured. Most of tttaem can be cured by hypnotic treatment accord- mitted and the perpetrators go unpunished. We are accustomed to look little, prosperouB
had a saloon Imposed upon
Judge 'Shattuck of the district court of Denver, Colo., sentenced F. U. ing to the practices of the new school of therapeutists, of which Morton back to the eras gone by for Inhumanity and brutality, and we are wont to month ago
But this was only the beginning.
Bonflla, one of the proprietors of the Denver Post, to 60 days' Imprisonment
Prince, M. D. of Boston, Is, perhaps, the head. Those who cannot be bo hold up our hands In horror as we read of the tyranny of sovereigns in their it
torture of their subjects. Then now and again there comes to light some Another license has been granted and
And if any remain uncured,
and $5,000 fine, for contempt of court, In publishing in his newspaper articles cured in that way, may be cured by surgery.
'
such Infernal act as that above related andi we realize that what we call a Becond Baloon will open Just as
reflecting on the Judge's administration of his office. The Judge refused to they belong in sanitorla, and not In the electric chair or state prisons.
our
civilization is but a poor veneer and that the brute Instinct is a stron? soon as the building is completed. W.
cannot
we
if
cannot
be
dead
than
but
are
better
healed,
alive,
they
permit the defendant to prove the truth of his charges and denied him a
They
element In uhe human construction. We cannot "help feeling that Justice F. Cochran of Malaga could not brook
trial by Jury.
afford to murder them.
own
been
done when some human brute has been taken out and lynched for the competition o' 'be new saloon
The lawyers of his
city
This Judge Is a candidate for
If we had had some agency for the treatment of such cases of perverted has
turned him down at a bar primary, he receiving only 28 votes out of a total psychology, perhaps Nathan Schwartz might have been treated years ago. outraging womanhood and no sympathy Is felt for him. There is not a man in Loving and decided he would enliving, who has any decency or chivalry or red blood In him, who would ter the field himself.
vote of 438.
and Julia Connors saved.
not defend and ght for a good woman, and when a body of hellish fiends A year ago there were only three
0
In the early part of the last century Federal Judge Peck also sentenced
a newspaper publisher for having criticised his action as Judge. Congress
masking as men, attack a woman as was done In Georgia, for a reason so snloonB in Eddy county, Hope, Lake-wooTHE BIGGEST.
petty, one feels that no punishment too severe can be meted out to uhe ofand Malaga being the only wet
promptly passed the act of 1831, which took away such arbitrary power from IT IS
Is
In
the fenders. One wonders If the time will ever come when the strain In humanity,
the biggest thing
Just at this time the progressive movement
federal Judges, and, for over 80 years the rights of free speech and free
Since then Lovlngton, on the
spots.
country, and Is In the hearts and minds of more people than any other ques which Is worse than that in the brute, will ever fade out. It is not revenge Plnins, Loving and San Jose have
press have been recognized by federal tribunals.
been
have
dis
most
hold
those
who
on
long
that incites the brute to cruelty but either protection to itself or its kind, had saloons inflicted upon them. The
surprising
Some state Judges 'still attempt to silence criticism by becoming accuser, tion. It has taken a
a or hunger, but that
Ib
spirit when controlling man Is pure unadulterated
They are, though, most effectively promoting gusted with present conditions and continued and overbearing dictation of
Judge, Jury and executioner.
general sentiment in the county
on
few.
with
to
do away
tyranny
recall of Judges, and other reforms calculated
strongly against saloons and the late
elBe is
to
who
Is
himself
not
0
something
say
forcing
everybody
Already
.
the bench.
developments are increasing the op
Next November th people of Colorado are to vote on constitutional saying that the presidential race is between Roosevelt and Wilson. Taft and A BIG
position.
CONVENTION
the republican organization are conceded to be la the dead mackerel class.
amendments doing sway with constructive contempts (which Include
H. 8. Hackett of Hancock, iv. i..
The time for sarcastic criticism and humorous mention has gone by.
And that has disposed of the false statements of the machine leaders of
cations), granting a Jury trial in all contempt cases except those occurring
his family and beIs nothing funny to the
standpatters and conservatives in a conven has arrived with "eBldent.
In the Immediate presence of the court, and providing for the recall of all both parties that the progressive fight is merely a republican movement or There
He pura
comes
permanent
with
In
Union.
tion
is
the
1,100
state
There
delegates, representing every
officers, including Judges. It Is believed that Judge Shattuck's sentence of at best a political bolt.
L. S. Crawford on
This progressive party means the getting together, with their votes all something astounding in it, however. It meanB a political upheaval such as chased the home of
Bonflls has made certain the adoption of these amendments.
He Ib
Canal street some time ago.
The day has passed when Judges can draw about them the ermine of tlhose who are tired bf the old methods and the old management which had this nation has never known before.
and paint
house
the
repaired
In
The
assembled
convention
which
same
the
into
them
old
having
great
on
both
building
hold
a
and
yesterday
de
The present age
knocking
political organizations,
strangle
the bene and declare themselves above criticism.
where a stolen nomination was handed to William H. Taft, seven weeks ago, ed and will move in before long. Mr.
mands the truth
truth about courts, truth about political bosses, truth smithereens.
is one of the most remarkable bodies in history. The whole spirit which Hackett is well pleased with the s
act
and
smithereens
same
this
at
are
And
that
day
allowed
that
be
of
men
very
demands
doing
the
they
answer
When
they
about Judges.
Judges
to prove the truth with a refusal based on century old precedents, courts date, artistically, enthusiastically and effectually from ocean to ocean and marked every move and every utterance was toward better political condi Car'sBad country.
tions and freedom of the people from dictatorial and1 tyrannical political rule. Judge S. I. Roberts, Mrs. Roberts,
from Canada to the Gulf.
must lose not the men who demand that right.
For this is a sure enough national movement, by confederation of the (t could not be mistaken. It was no worked up enthusiasm and false fervor. and two children left this morning for
The sentence of Bonflls should result In eo unmistakable a demand for
'
The men that attended were there for a purpose; not a selfish purpose; not Long Beach, California. Mr. Roberts
a curb upon Judicial powers that never again will a Bonflls or any other states.
The movement has grown prodigiously since the fraudulent perform a purpose to hold- control; not a purpose to manipulate conventions, dictate will remain only a short time while
citizen be Jailed for speaking the truth.
several
Judges who use Jail sentences and $5,OI0 fines to protect their dignity ances at Chicago and the imebcile showdown at Baltimore when the Parker- personal appointments and represent certain Interests, but a purpoBe to Mrs. Roberts will spend
Bryan episode culminated. The progressive party is not on the defensive restore to the people of the country the rights of wlch they have been months to recuperate from a long illIrom criticism, obviously need criticism.
today. That position has been taken by its opponents, and preliminary robbed; to give them a voice in their own affairs; to give them their govern ness.
ment for which their forefathers suffered and fought, and which has been William T. Reed, the hustling pubtroubles of the new party have been passed.
The only troubles that remain are such legal obstacles as the machine given into other hands in these later years by piratical freebooters, who lisher of the Argus, is back ot the
THEY ARE SCARED
There is no mistaking the fact that the old standpat gang are scared. can throw In the way of the people and those obstacles only make the care nothing for the possessions of the people and regard only the wishes case this morning after a brief vacaWhen the demand for a new deal and a change first began to make itself people angry and a little bit more determined' than before to win against of their masters.
Saturday
tion spent at Black River.
The problem Is not a complicated one but the simplest possible proposi
manifest, they winked at eaoh other and "Just laffed;" but as the move- schemers.
he and the family ittended the big
Is
It
movement
of
a
To
tion.
and
of
over
tear
down
movement
A
from the hearts
only
that simply bubbles up and
regeneration
pl.iin,
ment grew and the demand for a change became more insistent and more
picnic of the people of Loving ana
distinct, it ceased to be funny and has now begun to look like a serious hard headed men of all the vocations of life is a winner. There ' aren't enough the old rotten temples, builded on selfishness and personal gain and rear, in Malaga, the entire country side turnstructures
on
of
foundation
their
the
in
to
of
a
the
beat
it.
place
steam
and
people's
concentration
rollers
square
its
lacked
movement
honesty;
country
affair. At first, the progressive
'
ing out in force.
0
dealing; of equal rights. The preferred classes must go.
. members
scattered in little groupa, so that no excitement was felt by the
The Dearborne Development com.
0
old confident leaders.
Now, however, there is cause for alarm and the nethe third cutting of
NOT LARGE ENOUGH.
There Is no question whatever that the allegiance to a party name le pany has finished
wildered standpatters do not know Just what to do. At the Albuquerque
The attitude of Mayor Gaynor in New York City, toward Lieut. Becker growing less and less binding. The present condition In political affair alfalfa on the farm four miles below
convention, the other day, the bosses in the old gang showed up and with
in
Mr. Dearbtfrne believes
makes every citizen who studies affairs, glad that he was not the choice of shows this plainly. It was evidenced Btrongly In the convention at Albu town.
homeyed words attempted to persuade delegates to the convention to desert,
and he keeps every
of the United States.
querque on Monday, where there was a large attendance of young men who doing things right
a en duck io ime aia cuiuiuu. iiuiuiuk uui luuutcuieuis ui iuiuiu uuaiiu,,,. ohe Baltimore convention for president
to
It Is a good quality to possess the quality of loyalty to a friend or to an have thrown aside the old notion that they must vote as their fathers did, thing moving. By close attention
appointee or to a fellow official, but that trait may be carried entirely too and are going to vote as they please. The choice of party is no longer an the details of the farm, he manages to
get excellent returnn.
far, and as the chief officer of a great city Mayor Gaynor has too much at inheritance.
onnmar'hMl
tin ntnm.tnn.tnn rt
lit, 1a Kann nt n t wra H hnaaas
In the light of the city's good or
Water has been turned Into the canThe departure from the velvet diction of the days when parties were
the boas of the bosses, who said: "Come back to us. We'll take care of stake to let his loyalty to one man stand
of
als after the mossing last week
from
now
to
immune
is
We'll give you something." The reply was pertinent and pointed: the carrying out of justice. The evidence against Becker as the slayer
from
blamed
sour
within,
danger
grapes
there
Rosenthal Is very, very strong. If he is the slayer, it opens up a condition sweetly
With clean canalB anl laterals
by the astonished and bewildered gentlemen who have so long been In
in the American metropolis that is simply appalling and no step should be control.
will be a world of water come down
cannot understand the present widespread movement. It is
The boss went away back and sat down.
They
and the punishment of those who may new deal to
from the big reservoirs
That is the method tthey have so long used that they know no other, and missed Chat will lead to the discovery be
them, and the fact that it Is a demand for a square deal, they to the farms
almost unparalleled in our history, cannot
how to handle the present condition is too great a puzzle for the poor old be in a movement which appears to
that phrase was not In their vocabulary. They knew only that are nearly fvll. The farmers
for
grasp,
It is at least, Mayor Gaynor's duty to suspend Becker from his position to
will begin irrigating field crops like
boss,
gangsters who have come to rely absolutely on the time honored tradition
corn, cotton and sorgum this week.
under which they have so long and quietly worked, untrammeled by any pending the Investigation. If he Is not guilty his reinstatement would bring
of
the
Idea
With
thus
thrown
into
chaos
party
allegiance
unquestioning
him even greater honor; if he is guilty he should be removed at once, and
impudent Interference, and undisturbed by any clamorous voice of the com an
by the Increasing practice of independent and intelligent voting, and with
example be made of him and all his confederates.
raon people. But it will not win. Promises are too nebulous and filmy to
DEMINQ LOCALS.
In all this, Mayor Gaynor has shown a weakness that does not make the need for thoughtful assertion of citizenship made more convincing by
be alluring and there is nothing attractive in the prospect of a continuaof timber demanded in a candidate for president of consecutive revelations of the evils of the old system of private use of par
Demlng, N. M., July 30. A. B. Sny
tion of the same old tiresome regime. The people have waked up. They him appear as the kind
the United States. He Is not facing a grave condition with the courage and tisan power, it is not surprising that title language of political argument der and Miss Elizabeth Skiilen were
are alive to the situation. They demand a new deal and a square deal.
married yesterday evening at the
stamina demanded of a man in a very high and very responsible position. today has a keener edge and a more direct course than It used to have. ,
0
-- 0
court house by Justice L. L. BrownGaynor Is not presidential size.
the law's construction of the law is oppressive, unjust and ing. Mr. Snyder is In the employ of
0
IT IS OF VALUE
rnnkly absurd. Five Japanese fishermen were bound from Yokahoma to the Santa Fe railroad.
The suggestion given by Secretary Harris of the chamber of commerce,
Thirteen members of the 22d Infan
THE MAN IN THE PIT
Hakodate in a Junk. They were caught by a typhoon and blown across the
regarding a weekly business men's lunch ought to strike a popular chord
, "A man may put me In a pit, and keep me there. If he is strong enough,
Pacific ocean to the shores of California. Bringing their battered andi sink try passed through here this morning
and meet with a hearty response. What Santa Fe wants Just now Is a little
route to Silver City, Hurley, Ft.
man
en
a
in that pit."
But I will act so that he will know that there's
ing ship to a point near San Diego, they espied what they believed' to be a
waking up, a little more of a spirit of progress; a little more judicious adver
was a negro who said this. He was speaking of the wrongs of the civilized country and escaped by small boats to land. Here they were un Bayard and Santa Rita where they
It
some
had
town
In
Some
one
the
baen
said
Fe
Santa
time
that
ago
tising.
negro race.
ceremoniously seized by immigration Inspectors andi thrown Into prison, will play baseball with the teams of
over advertised already, but that Is the voice of the dead one, the conservaIt has a lesson for every man who feels that he is oppressed. Wrongs Something is radically wrong in the instance above cited. Either the govern these respective places. They will
tlve, the man wibh the hammer. There Is absolutely no such thing as over- we must all endure, but the wrong is half undone when he who is in the pit ment officers were consummate fools and unfit for such responsibility or our return here Friday and play the Dem- advertising if you've got the goods to show, and we have the goods. To
immigration laws, as Interpreted by the bureau are an outrage. It seemo ing team.
advertise the city successfully we must have a concerted action; real gen keeps his manhood unscathed.
Does your employment seem beneath you? Are you subject to humilia sometimes as if the moment a man was clothed with a little authority, he
R. E. Hardaway has brought in a
uine and enthusiastic action, and the easiest way to get together on this or
tions? You may not be able to cure the evils from which you outwardly suf parted with bis common sense. There is something besides tyranny Intend splendid Irrigation well one and a
any other question is to meet at lunch or dinner and talk It over. The
but you may make respectable, and even noble, the pit in which' you are ed by our laws. They are supposed to mete out Justice. It makes a travesty half miles directly north of town, and
suggestion Is not based on the idea that to reach a man best, is to reach fer,
Just across the Mimbres. From fifty-twof them when construed as some officials construe them.
him through his stomach, but is based on the well known fact that men piacea Dy oeing a man.
Aurellus Antoninus said that nothing harms a man which does
Marcus
to seventy feet the drillers eu- 0
will not attend a called meeting as readily as they will a lunch party and
water-bearinnot make him a worse man. Slavery, pain', poverty, the wrongs of enemies
mate
"I am In this movement for principle" Is a common expression from countored good
that the geniality of the festive board brings more easy response to any call.
him a worse man harm the
who are joining the progressive party, and that principle 1b the highest rial, it being coarse gravel. Mr. HardWe are not making what we ought to of the attractions of Santa Fe. The all these harm the enslaver, because they make
those
creator of poverty, and the doers of the wrong but In
soon install a pumping
visit of Mr. Getts, of San Diego, was an eye opener, and no one is better inlllcter of pain, and the
tho
world, tho principle of freedom of expression and liberty of action. away will
not the person suffering those thingB unless he allows them to make him No man llkeB to
be bossed, nor dictated to and likes to have a little to say plant in this well, and will reclaim a
qualified to speak. His enthusiasm over this old town was great and he a worse man.
in the management of his own affairs. Hence thiB new movement by the considerable acreage with the same.
urged us to get busy. It was a fact worthy of notice that Mr. Getts was
Marcus Aurellus Antoninus was an emperor, and suffered only those
Mr. Baird, of Fresno, Calif., Iff vis- not short on advertising material even while he was in Santa Fe, and haa
Which emperors suffer. But Eplctetus, the Blave, was of the same people.
ting George Solnar, and contem
0
more post cards, picturing the one spot where he is featuring the restored wrongs
him.
and
with
To
mind
slave
Is
emperor alike, the way
open to triumph
locating here.
beauties of Ramona's bouse, the whispering well and other attractions
A correspondent of the Kansas City Star asks tha question box editor: plates1
over adversity by keeping manhood unimpaired.
Arthur Ralthel and wife returned
which he has collected, than this town has In setting forth its historic as
find it?'" If the correspondent is
no
In the pit, if each "Who said, 'War is hell'; and where can I
And
remember
that
class
men
of
can
remain
this,
today from several weeks outing In
well as scenic wonders, which are unrivaled the world over. There is no use in
one sees to it that so far as he is concerned there shall be a man in the pit, really anxious to find It he can do to In a lot of places right on this little California.
denying the value of this method of advertisement, for every tourist busu.
old'
can
the
of
anxious
be
The
for
planet.
question
Inquirer
answered,
instance,
Shackles fall from the limbs of real men. Individuals like Eplctetus may
George D. Coon, formerly of Pecos,
them; and there Is no use In denying that Santa Fe has a punk and worn- be real men and also slaves
In a recent epigram that has been well circulated, "It's hell to be poor."
though Eplctetus finally ruled his master by
TexaB, is there to begin Improvements
out lot.
0
sheer manhood.
upon his land near Hondale.
Some of these things can be gone over at the business men's lunch.
But If all the slaves In Rome had been: men like Eplctetus, would) they
It is to be hoped that there will be no "trivial disputes" at the meeting1)
J. W. and R. B. Parker ot Albuquer
0
have remained slaves? No! And If every negro, and every wage slave In to be held by the standpat state committee here next week.
que, are here on business.
Is It the intention of those who are Interested in the great trunk line
Didn't Bob LaFollette foul Billy Taft, by hitting below the belt, in pass BELIEVE'S WIFE IS
the land should suddenly develop high, exalted manhood, the race problem
running from Raton to Ute Park in Colfax county, to be present at the meet and the labor
problem would be solved solved by the manhood of the very ing his 1911 wool tariff up to the White House desk again? It certainly puts
ONLY A CHILD.
ing of the standpat state committee here next week? We only wondered men Involved in them.
Billy in distress.
as we would suggest that It would be a good time to formulate the "law
0
When men are in the pit they annihilate the pit.
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 6. Maria
we'll have passed," to muzzle tllie newspapers eo they can't offer Insults to
The greatest need of the world Is manhood.
The conventions this year all seem to have been especially stirring and Wolfford Ballew, girl wife of the man
the corporations and bosses of corporations.
0
Even the educators caught the spirit at their Chicago meeting and who ran
lively.
amuck at South Platte, Col
0
"Honest Tom" was one of the Detroit aldermen arrested for bribery. had a nice, torrid time. They filled the atmosphere with appellations Just
orado, Ib three miles from here on th')
Of course, it Is not to be expected that a man who accepts a stolen nom What's in a name,
anyway? When arrested, Tom naively remarked, "I like real politicians.
farm of her
W. G. Stew
lnation would refuse to nominate for office, a man who causelessly knocks would not have taken the money if I had known you were
.
0
going to tell
She Is only
art, with her mother.
down a citizen over seventy years of age.
They would both consider the about it." No, probably not, and' neither would he have talked quite bo
We're for dress reform cheese cloth If you please, for the poor people 10 years of age.
theft and the assault as "trivial" affairs,
freely had he known ihe was talking to a dictugraph.
sweltering in the east, while we in Santa Fe are enjoying the finest climate
The.
girl married Bellew last fall,
0
0
on earth,
going with him to South Platte. - As0
A New York Judge has gone out of his way to render a decision that
The advance guard of the standpatters' meeting has nrrived In Santi
serting that she ws abused by her
Is not In his line and is of no account anyway. He says one week is long Fe and will be holding those famous secret councils which are a matter of
Uncle Joe Cannon says the new party "looks like twins." It will look a husband, she left her husband July
a
Our
is
idea
that It should last for a lifetime, New Mexico political history. The order lists will be prepared for uhnlr good deal worse than that to you before we get through, Uncle Joseph.
honeymoon.
enough for
21 and returned here.
Since .then it
henchmen, but there are fewer to carry the orders out than there was
0
judge,
said that Ballew has written
0
wont to be.
The green fruit crop of California this year Is saldi to be great. It In threatening his wife unless she re0
Another aviator killed. When will these Tellows learn that tJie law of
presumable that the stomachache crop goes along with it.
turned to him.
not
0
been
has
our
We are "so far nom
rails" that it will be neeecssnry for the trunk
suspended.
gravitation
0
A lot of people could take lessons from the dictagraph. It hears everyline to send its usual representative to the standpat committee meeting next
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 10
thing and tells nothing.
Says a man in New York, "Does advertising pay? I got a wife by id week, so as to know Just what is being done at the secret nieetlngB.
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
0
In
as
to
leaves
doubt
.one
whether the chap is a boofter
0
vertislng." That
PIIIb
immedihim
Foley Kidney
gave
or a knocker,
1 ney round hams ono hundred years old In a Rhode Island cellar, Must ate relief and
Woodrow Wilson has gone away by himself to write his letter of ac
strengthened him won0
been
embalmed.
That's funny. They're not going to tell him about It till next have
ceptance.
derfully. "I have been bothered with
Out In Oregon a minister was forced to resign his' charge because be Wednesday. Maybe the Wilson girls could not keep the secret and gave It
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
how
long ago was it that tthey burned witches away.
played billiards. Let's see,
Speaking of a game of chance there Ib nothing like that of selecting a suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
0
in this country?
cantaloupe.
Pills gave me immediate relief end
.
0
discarded and discredited by the people
Chauncey M. Depew,
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
The papers tell of a man who tried to end bis life with a corkscrew. of his state, has been Joking aguln. Ho Is telling the reporters in Europe
The Oregon ballot will be nine feet long. Guess they'll have to put It pleaBed1 to recommend their use."
means
has
been
corkscrew
the
to
the end of many a man's life, that Taft will be elected.
on rollers,
For sale by all druggists.
Toying with a
Did Nathan
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damus bearing to compel the county suburb of Carlsbad, ! Ii open for bus- VETERAN MINING MAN OF SOUTHERN mingo was pulled off Sunday with
of the School of AmerStudents
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$272,153.
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iness
and
the
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styled
clerk to issue a saloon license to A.
more than Che usual eclat, many out
decreased as compared with 1910 SS ican Archaeology began their work in
miles east of Demlng,
Van hag In B.
Goose." For a weok there has been
SANTA FE COUNTY DIED AT GOLDEN siders
Shadlnger for opening a saloon
attending.
X to the value of $78,897; lead $50,.
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'THAT QUESTION OF EUGENICS.

.1

,

j
reui.ic
The worlds' congress on eugenics li In session over in l,ouuuii.
what
who have had time to look It up in the dictionary have a hazy idea of
'
eugenics is.
atNobody has anything clearer than a hazy idea, not even the people
know
tending the congress. The best that can be said for them is that they
uhern thev think they are Koine, but tney don't know the way.
Heally, however, and this makes It Interesting to us an, eugenics
h science of breeding better men and better women.
It relates to babies and the improvement thereof. It seeks for an im- .

.

.

.

...IW

It's a great, an alluring Idea. Burbank breeds cactuses without thorns,
and persimmons without pucker, and why can't we breed people without
diseases or bad breath or criminal tendencies?
The answer la plain. It Is too bad to dampen the ardor of the eugenists
who. on rhe whole, are doing some good, but the fact is that people can't be
bred as plants and animals are. We get better breeds by saving only the
best, and killing off the ordinary and imperfect.
To the ordinary and imperfect people this seems an objection to the apDllcatlon of the principles of scientific breeding to us! We don't like to be
killed off, or sterilised merely because we are ordinary or imperfect.
And again, suppose we adopt, for the sake of argument, the plan of allow
lne only the extraordinary and the perfect to perpetuate the race. Who
shall say who are extraordinary and perfect? You and I, my dear, of course,
but how about Harold and Gladys? Hasn't Harold's father a questionable
And doesn't Gladys' mother have "queer" spells
ancestry as to morality?
AVe are all) right, but probably Harold and
t'hat send her to a sanatorium?
Gladys had better be lnjuncted!
The result would be that the strong, the wealthy and the powerful
would get hold of the bureau of eugenics and Insist on perpetuating their
own lines which are Just as ordinary as ours.
Eugenists of the world! There is only one way to make the race better.
That way lies through better conditions for everybody. The bad breeds out
with a few generations of good food, good clothing, good bousing, and good
education. Most criminals are normal. Most athletes and geniuses are of
breeding lines with "outs" In them.
Abolish poverty, brethren, and the better race will come. Educate, and
the mating business will take care of Itself. It is true that epileptics, feebleminded people, and syphilitica should not marry. As to these cases the
eugenists are doing good. But the breeding of a uniformly better race must
he sought through political economy, not eugenics.

THEV DO NOT REALIZE.
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The Detroit Free Press in an analysis of the present political situation,
sums up with a practical decision that the split in party organizations at
the present time is based rather on personality than principal, and is in
clined to take the view that were Roosevelt to be removed the movement
would disintegrate. The Free Press Is Inclined to compare the present situa
tion with that of 1896 and even that of 18SO when the fight was made with
Grant's 306, and in speaking of the events at those two dates says:
tne
"ine urant strengtn in tne issi) convention was almost one-na- n
whole, being the 'immortal 306' w ho stood for their candidate from the first
ballot. The 'silver' strength of 1896 can be gauged by the
to the thirty-sixtsize of the group of delegates who left the St. Louis convention on the adopof
tion
the gold plank. It numbered 34.
"There are innumerable indications today that the respective proportions of the personal and the principle represented by Roosevelt are in about
the proportions shown by these figures."
In giving credence to, or In accepting the views of the Free Pres?, two
things must be taken Into consideration. The first Is that the Detroit Journal
is a rabid Taft paper, and the second that the article from whloh the quotation is made was written before the assembling of the progressive convention at Chicago wtfh its 1,100 delegates and its hurricane of enthusiasm.
The cause of the calling of the present convention has no parallel whatever
with the reasons that led to the revolt of 1880 and 1896. On the former occasion there was no opposing convention. There was only a political soreness which is always arising In politics and which did not develop into a
national organization. The revolt of 1896 was over one single political issue
and upon a single political Issue no great party was ever bom.
The present organization Is basic. It is a demand for an entirely new deal:
the establishment of new methods; the tearing down of tottering structures
and the building of new. It Is not a question of political Issues but of a gov
ernmental policy. It la not a Roosevelt party but the progressive party.
The members of it are proud of their leader, but the fight for success is
with him, not alone for him. It is a great, living, potential initial move
ment and It is here to stay.

Bulley, of Texas, seems terribly wrought up over bis prospective American revolution which he sees ahead. Those prophecies have become so common from patriotic statesmen of the Bulley stamp that they don't excite any.
.
one anymore.
0

0

Is evident that a number of republicans throughout the state are
lolning In the organization of the progressive party, on account of their un-

It

willingness to support the nominees of the Chicago convention. From the
itatement iBsued by Governor Hadley.
If this is all that Gov. Hadlev, hsu seen in the progressive movement
ho has entirely missed the potential
thing in it.
The progressive movement which is now sweeping the country, is far
uore vust than a mere bolt. It is a revolution in American politics. The
infamous conduct of the national committee at Chicago will not be forgotten,
to be sure, and is one cause of the revolt, and will never be forgiven by a
great number of people, but that very action was of absolute value, real,
sterling value us it clearly demonstrated to Itoose who were still hoping for
relief from the old parties, that the hope was vain, that nothing could be
done within the organizations and any successful reforms must come from
.,,
an entirely new deal.
It is not aione an unwillingness to support Taft that has set this movement going, and that is not the real foundation upon which the new party
has builded. It goes deeper than that back to the system that made Taft's
nomination possible and to the system that left the democratic bosses in
control after the reluctant nomination of a candidate who was not wanted
after a long and acrimonious struggle.
This is the reason that the new party is gaining recruits from the repub
licans and democrats alike. It Is not built on selfflshness nor ambition nor
revenge, but on a broad, sure and laBtlng foundation of the right of the peo- e to rule. It is not In favor of one man nor against one man. It is in
favor of freedom and against dictation; in favor of the interests of the
many before those of the few; in favor of free and open expression Instead
of the star chamber methods. It demands a square deal, and it bas come to
stay.
0

Rev. B. Z. McCollough, In a sermon preached last Sabbalh morning at the
Presbyterian church touched upon a question which Is not only little regarded
but little understood. It is the subject of human life and the reckless dis
regard of it in this day.
Did you know that an American dies every minute from preventable
cause?
We read and 'hear a great deal of "race suicide," but we do not realize
that this danger lies not so much In the decreasing birth rate as it does in
our needlessly high death rate. It Is true that the average family is smaller
now than formerly, but the number of families would be vastly increased If
we would intelligently apply the knowledge of disease prevention already
gained Instead of permitting the present appalling and needlesB destruction
of life to continue.
There are 650,000 preventable deaths that occur annually. There are 113,
000 infants under one year die annually unnecessarily.
The chief causes ar
ignorance and carelessness. We want high class health officers, capable med
ical men to serve us, and yel are only willing to pay salaries that are almost
infinitesimal. It is a fact that there is not an adequately equipped' and sup
ported health office in the United States.
Here In Santa Fe much could be done to alleviate disease and forestall
death. It Is an encouraging thing that a movement Is on foot to establish
tuberculosis sanitarium, It should be a success. But as a matter of fact, we
do not as a people, here or elsewhere, give enough attention to the health
side; to the enforcement of laws of inspection; to the payment of decent
salaries to health officers so they can afford to give time to the public health
to regulate rigidly all sanitary conditions; to prevent rather than attempt to
cure. That is the best hindrance to the increase of disease,

;

CAN GO MORE

won't even leave the health remedies t'hat mother used to make.
0

THANTEN

A rector in Pennsylvania hnB resigned to go Into the chicken business.
will have charge of a new flock as it were, and will pay attention to
new lays.
II-- )

o

St. Louis woman has taken for her fifth husband, a man who has GOVERNOR MCDONALD DECLARES
been married three times. They should get along fine having had so much
THAT HE IS HEAD OF THE MILIexperience.
A
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TIA
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Uncle Sam has Just iBsued a neat little brochure on fattening calves,
ORDER WILL STICK
TJncle Sam ougflit to be authority,
He has fattened a good many the last few
'
"'
years, right under tho capitol dome.
o:. ,
r!
f.
Eleven hundred delegates at Chicago and fifty-seve- n
minutes devoted to LEGISLATURE CAN :;
enthuelaHli.- cheering for 'the cause the delegates represent is not as trivial
.
as some people nuiy think. Eh, 'Hon. SecT
PASS A LAW LITER

-

-

W

0

The senate seems to consider the nomination of the Hon. Sec. as rnther
a trivial matter, so far.
o

i

The forecast says:
"The
not like to be under It.

would

' What respect,'' asked tlie New York World, "is likely to be paid to
the mandates of direct primaries If their foremost champion becomes the
wrecker of the electoral college?"
Alas, the electoral college is old and we must not touch it. It is bald- beaded, gray whiskered, sacred and sanctified by generations of age. It
may oven be senile, which is indicated by the likelihood that in 1912 it may
demonstrate its impotency by passing the election of a president along to
congress, woodman, spare tne tree!
It is rotten and tottering and may fall and squash things, but it was
planted in t'he nation's infancy.
The electoral college, like the plan for choosing United States senators,
was concocted by a political aristocracy that was afraid to trust the people.
Sometimes it is powerless to accomplish anything. When It can perform
A lot of wooden Indians
Its functions. It performs as a mere machine.
equipped with electrical apparatus could do its work as well. There Is no
demand upon It for intelligence and its slightest act of Independence would
be followed by rebellion based on high-tone- d
political moral ground. It is
"representative ' govmereiy the fifth wheel of the band wagon of
ernnient and it's going round and round simply to blind people to Its un
democracy.
The editor that Imagines thnt respect of ancient and senile institutions
has much to do wllh the temper of the times may have a pretty good view
of Manhattan Island, but there are millions and millions of acres of fine
landscape that's beyond his ken.
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And now the doctors have decided that there is really no such thing as
a blood purifier. There goes ssrsnpurllla, dock root and sassafras tea. Tliey
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The action of the senate In what Is practically a reaffirmation of the
Monroe doctrine la to be heartily commended. In the particular matter which
forth the resolution there Is a possible menace that might become a
matter of international complication if not actual war.
In the Mugdnlena Buy case, we are not sotting a precedent, but we are
following one. Kngland and other powers have declared that foreign nations
must not gain military nor naval foothold where they threaten the commerce
and safety of the country. That seeniB to meet precisely the propositions
we are facing. The fact that American traffic through the Panama canal must
pass In front of Mngduiena Buy, and that the safety of American shipping
and the movements of American battle Bhlpa In time of wnr would be seriously threatened by any foreign power established there, nmkes the place
one that could not be safely allowed to pass into control of a foreign company.
Of course Mugdnlena Bay at once recalls possible Japanese Invasion at
some future time, but this resolution covers1 a broader field and goes deeper
It Is a protective measure,
Into the rights of one nation towurd another.
solely, and brings Into, notice the lunocent coaling stations which nations
are
and
which
important sites which, in case
really
ire constantly seeking
The action
of. war could be easily converted Into naval or military, bases.
is really the outgrowth of the activity of ail American syndicate which
sought to sell to a Japanese fishing corporation 4,000,000 sores of land about;
Magdalena Bay In southern California. The action of the government Is to
lie heartily commended In curbing the grasping tendency of a corporation
which was forgetting everything but gain. It was a piece of patriotic fore
.
light which may save very serious complications.

Missouri river will fall, slightly.

Gee,

Woodrow Wilson announces that he will not be a candidate for
nation In 1916. O, chestnuts! Woodrow.

Declaring that he Is the head of
militia In New Mexico and that
recent order to the mounted poto stop all boxing bouts at ten
rounds was going to stick. Governor
McDonald again
today
what he has always said about prize

the
we his
lice

'

fighting:

0

In New Mexico.

The governor declared' that he was
The convention being held in Chicago cannot appear very trivial to the
willing to take the odium heaped u listandpatters, nor even to the Hon. Sec.
..
o
on him at the time of the Las Vegas
We used to hear about a man talking himself to death, but it really fight for he felt that he saw Into the
never happened till the dictagraph came into vogue.
future clear enough to know that In
0
the long run, the result of that fight
' In the Hon. See's, paper, the Hon. Sec. says that the progressives have would convince
the people that they
an organ but no votes. That is intended by the Hon. Sec. to be Just trivial, did not want to harbor the game in
their midst,
'It's Just like giving a boy, bad
medicine to make him well," said the
governor. "It is sometimes quite

STATE CONVENTION
OF THE W. e.

T. U.

The governor

that

declared

the

fight promoters In the state might Just
as well realize that his order' had
been given advisedly and that he intended to enforce it.
In addition to his statement this
the following
morning, he
which was his original statement and
whloh he still upholds:
The roused and shocked morel
sense of our people will never toler-nt-e
or permit such another mistake
to be made by the misled action of
any locality. Those who stand ever
ready to take advantage of a bad ex

tion city of the state because of Its
many natural attractions and the Ar- chaeological School offering such wonderful opportunity for instruction and
The public is cordially in
research.
vited to attend all sessions of the convention.
The fol!owlng from Archbishop Ireland, is appropriate at this time:
"No one is allowed to live for him
self. The egotist is unworthy of the
spot of earth upon which he stands.
We are all bidden be keepers of our ample and attempt to make a rule of
brother. We all have influence, and nn exception will do well to prove
we should use It for the weal of the contrary of this statement found
Record-Heralin the Chicago
of
others.
Who, loving God nad loving
1912:
his neighbor, would not strive to save June 16,
these four bouts being plan
"With
the victim of alcohol?
Who, the ned now and
many more In the makChristian or philanthropist, could reing. Las Vegas sure Is in right as far
frain from holding out the hand to as
is concerned. The
wrest from the flood of Bin and mis- lawthe boxing of game
New Mexico are helpmakers
ery which alcohol Is pouring upon the ing the cause of pugilism as much as
land some few of the millions who are
possible and are paving t'he way for
perishing beneath Its noisome wa future
entertainments
by passing
ters? There are many methods and measures
boosting the game. The
plans of rescue: The best, the most legislators are making of New Mexipotent, Is the example of total abstin- co a mecca for boxers and the men
ence.
Words are usually echoless of the profession are
beginning to un
sounds; examples are resistless mag- derstand this fact.1'
nates. Let the good men, the men of
The time Is not long between now
position, the men of social power, be and the next session of the legislatotnl abstainers and the weak ones ture. Then If
prize fights are considwill esteem total abstinence and be ered desirable two-third- s
of that body
drawn to It. The most hurtful saying can pass a bill that may make such
day.
in a war against Intemperance is that expositions possible after that time.
We are expecting a large number the pledge of total abstinence Is the
of delegates and many visitors to the proper thing for the men who do not
convention and we hope their Bojourn control their appetite.
These words 0ROZC0 IS KILLED
in our midst may be most profitable said, the pledge is made a badge of
and pleasant. It would be most fitting weakness, and no man puts it on his
for Santa Fe to become the conven- - breast
IN DEMING SALOON
The annua convention oi' the New
Woman's Christian Temper- ance Union will be held in Santa Fe
August 8, 9 and 10. The convention
opens Thursday evening in the House
This will be
of Representatives.
"Welcome night" and addresses of
welcome will be made by Governor
McDonald, Judge Pope and other pro
minent men and women of the differ- MrB. S. C. Nutter,
ent organizations.
state president, presiding.
The day
sessions will be held In St. John's M.
E. church.
Preliminary meetings of
the official board and boards of superintendents will be held on Friday
and on Saturday morning.
Sunday,
Mrs. Lila Carlon Moore, national lecturer and organizer, wi.. fill the pulpit
of St. John's M. E. rourch and lecture
in the evening at House of Represen
We are expecting several of
tatives.
our national lecturers and workers in
attendance.
Monday there will be an excursion
to the Santa Clara
?uebIo Dance
where Governor McDonald and Mrs.
DorcaB Spencer, national superintendent of work among Indians, will address the people. Tuesday we Join
the Archaeological School In the excursion to the Puyn Cliff Dwellings.
Notice of special ftures of the convention will be given, from day t,o
Mexico
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Deming, N. M., Aug. 5. Sheriff Stetlon. For example we feel intuitively
(By Nan O'Neil.)
The two lectures at the School of the continuance of life through all the phens and his posse have not yet run
down Lequlades Ponce, who is wanted
Archaeology last night proved to be ages, but we do not know this through for
the killing of Esqulbel Orozco in
the most interesting to the large Intellect. Weismann, a German philthe Palace saloon
here
Saturday
number of students in attendance. osopher, published a theory stating
The enrollment is lnrger than ever be that all forms of life have two kinds night and the eerious wounding of
fore and the session promises to be a of plasms the form plasm and the JesuB Delgado during a fight with
Ponce escaped to the hills
tremendous success.
germ plasm. The form plasm which knives.
Dr. T. D. A. CockreH continued his Is the center of material for the body and has eluded his pursuers thus far.
course of lectures upon Evolution and dies, but the germ plasm creates other Orozco was not the general of tho
Mexican rebels although distantly reHeredity. He began his talk with an germ plasms which do not die with lated
to him. He was stabbed through
the body. Therefore life is a continuof
the
Darwinian
explanation
theory
0
of evolution. He explained that the ous thread, growing larger and small the heart and Delgado was horribly
Did you read that shocking story by Gilson Gardner, why Uncle Sam Is
slashed. Ponce went Into the saloon
popular Impression of Darwin's tlhe,- - er, but never breaking in this way and
really nomg to build a railroad and operate It by army men. To be sure,
announced his Intention of makeach of us in ourselves are epitomes
was that man is (the direct
it is only a little $200,000 line In the Philippines, but think of the horrib!' ory
scendunt of the ape whereas we are of all the past and because the germ ing mince men of the two men. Ho
It
established.
haa
The
precedent
thing
actually passed the United States probably only
h
cousins plasm remains unbroken we are at then proceeded to attack them with a
senate in ine army appropriation bill.
large knife. The other patrons of tho
the monkey. The theory was bas least a million years old'.
What!
of
Government
this
do
instead
doing
THE SPEED MANIA.
letting private enterprise
Dr. Hector AIHot of Los Angeles. saloon soon became conspicuous
ed on two principles
by
sexual selection
wun
it
the
No
bonds?
Reed
wonder
that
their
government
Senators
guaranteeing
in
absence,
The question of speed
all departments of our life which was so start-Jingland survival of the fittest, and in this gave the second lecture of the evening
on
out
and
It.
roared
Har
against
brought out in the Titanic disaster, is again brought to mind by the
was evolution was on Early Italian Art. He connected
Don't you see that If Uncle Sam builds and operates this little road general theory
action of the New York Central railroad In extending the schedule time of
his lecture with the preceding lecture
ALMOST EVERYTHING.
only one example.
the limited between Chicago and New York. They are to make more stops successfully he'll be thinking of doing the same thing In Alaska. Why, it'B Darwin's evidences that man and in snowing now art was also an evo
Alex Townsend on Monday Invited
and the tremendous speed at which they have been running will be largely like giving a child matches to play with. First thing we know Uncle Sam animal were made on the same plan lution and since painting was the mir- the Index
agricultural editor to in
reduced. This Is brought about by the fact forced' upon the company that no will be doing things for himself In his own way, with his own hired help,
are first, man's body is constructed in ror of each period, we could trace the spect his gardens, of which he has
rails can be manufactured that will stand the weight of the great steel cars
the same way as an animal's
of
culture
development
art.
body.
six, ranging In size from five acres
through
At last the New York police have taken action. Aroused by the expo
did not begin as an idle to a town lot.
running at so great speed, and it was recognized that before long some terMr. Townsend ha(
sure that has Just occurred, where an officer of the force stands charged Studying tissue, one finds they are the painting
rible accident was sure to occur unless more care were token.
same not only in mamnls but even in daubing of stones with a stray niece lived here about six years and knew
In
with
and
rottenness
has
been
Is
murder,
uncovered
complicity
that
ap Insects as in man. As a second evi of charcoal as many suppose, but serv
The speed mania has become rampant with us and the desire to do
nothing of Irrigation farming beforo
everything at the highest possible tension has brought many a disaster. It palling; the valiant members of the police are going to stop
dence numerous rudiments are found ed a purpose from the beginning as a coming here. His lots this year show
is this demand for the combination of speed and luxury In overland travel baseball in New York city on Sundays. The brave policemen, armed with In man which may be traced In lower record' of man. The crude pictures the result of
and energetic
that called into use our great limited trains which are marvels In travel, authority, and with billys drawn, will march boldly to the vacant lots In the animals. There is a small lump on and engravings that we find in the care. He ownsIntelligent
some land on the hill
and 6ne had grown to believe that for speed, every chance could be taken, citys outskirts and arrest any boys or young men who may be guilty of so the top of our ears Which Is the re- cave dwellings nil had their use, for above the depot,
admittedly poor soil,
ThlB mains of the
even the chance of horrible disaster as was done in that inexcusable horror great a crime and who are caught in the very act of Its perpetration.
pointed ears of our an Instance, there is a sketch of a pritnl but he has applied stable manure to
will make Mayor Gaynor more proud- and boastful than ever, when he knows
last spring on the sea.
cestors. The appendix Is another ru- tive man, killing a lion. The father It until the crops tie raises will shamo
It is gratifying therefore to note the action of one of our leading railroads that these law violators have been arrested and are being brought Into diment whose only value In man Is to may have drawn this to encourage some of the
supposedly fertile ranch
In taking heed of the possibility of a wreck and consequent loss of life. It Is court and forced to pay a fine. It shows that Becker and other officers on give surgeons
practice, which in ani- bravery In his son and as a record of lands either up or down this valley.
the force will not tolerate crime.
about time that our speed mania was given a check,
the father's courage.
On this hilly land he has
mals is a very useful organ.
growing
0
The three great divisions of art are vegetables such
Another biologist of great fame is
as turnips, sugar
"What Is the assurance that bosses will pot attach to the new party,
architecture, sculpture and painting beets, asparagus, peas, onions, sweet
ah
named
Wallace
who
Englishman
shrieks an anxious standpatter.
A NEW LINE UP.
Is still living in England although he nno1 tnese remain the flower of arch corn, sweet potatoes, Irish
potatoes,
Blii,ply because the foundation upon which the party is builded precludos
Instead of bosses Penrose, Crane, Barnes, Dick, Root, Watson and others
over ninety years of age. Blolo- - ae"gy Decause the art of today will spinach, beans, beside apple trees,
'1
noss
lie square deal government for the people's service docs
system.
who figured prominently In the boss ridden convention of seven weeks back, tne
n.nvu BIO CAHVHIVU lO- berry bushes, English walnuts, soft
not provide any place for bosseB, and there Is no expectation ahead for gists have been divided Into two morrow. ."."a
In the development of paint- shell almonds,
in the present convention appear such names as Judge Llndsey of Denver,
camps, the one headed by Darwin and
peaches, apricots and
s
one
finds
three periods, first fres- grapes. He has made a practical dent
ing
Jane Adams, one of the foremoBt authorities on social betterment In the them, that all.
the other by Wallace. Wallace says
0
United States; Prof. C. E, Merriam of the University of Chicago, Raymond
that man's soul Is t'he explanation of co, then mosaic and finally wall paint- onstratlon of what soli and water will
When the Detroit aldermanlc gratters say they did, not know they all
Gilford Plnchot, James R. Gurfleld, FranRobins, the settlement worker,
higher qualities In man, and that ing which gave rise to canvas paint- do In this country when mixed with
some brains and plenty of
cis J. Heney. Side by side with such widely known progressives are business were doing anything wrong, then there must be something radically wrong Darwln'8 theory of evolution does not ing Inter on.
energy. On
In our system of teaching In our schools or our method of
Dr. Alllot Illustrated
'his lecture his other lots around in different
doing business, Include the evolution of the soul. The
men, farmers, manufacturers men from every field of human activity.
and
of
must
be
a
lot
and
money
spent uselessly
In addition to these, associated with the movement are Dean Klrchwey
Injudiciously.
struggle for existence would, brine no wltn splendid stereoptlcon views show- places he 1ms growing fruits and vege0
of Columbia University, Dean Lewis of Pennsylvania University and men of
love of music or art dualities which ln& tlle development of art from the tables In profusion, all showing the
More puffs and curls is the fashion order for next year, so they say. are born with us
that stamp, it is refreshing to see the new line up; men who have been
today. It Is the ef- - earl fresco Roman frescos, mosaics same care. Does he make anything oft
They will be taking the hooks In the closet next, as the bureau drawers are fort, of all philosophy to understand showing oriental Influence, and paint- - his products? Yea,
thinkers and students and not professional politicians.
verily, he does.
crowded already. Its the attic or the cellar for our Sunday clothes in 1913, the
A convention so representative of (he forward movement In
Ask him.
(he United
origin of the soul and all theories lnS snowing tne three types
tlve'
and
the
States has probably never assembled
since the first convention of the repub- boys. It doesn't take a horoscope to see that.
Madonna.
mystic
weak
some
have
it
links in
x
.
o
lican party in 1856.
arguments. Philosophy Is at best turs by the masters, such as Fra An-- a
PLENTY OF MILLS.
Wlllyum Taft Is having a heap of trouble right in his own garden patch.
0
coat which one may button in front ' KeHco, Botticelli, Da Vinci, Rafael,
Do you know that Questa Is a
He'll have to barb wire It if he wants to keep his political house hold In. tt iha ovnanaa nt iMivlntf If ot.llt n Andrea del 'Surte Tit ill 11' WPM thrown
The government scientists are now deeply engaged in considering wnat The state chairman and
town? Why, we hove seven mills
candidate for governor have both vamoosed and th
on the screen and. made tho nvinir
tn io
wi, w,.
makes the holes in cheese. Willie they're about it there are other mysteries
In Questa, grist
-mll!s, understand, and
iu iuiiuw,
nm. ' a delight to aU t hose nrfispnr
(h.
about cheese that might be Investigated! For Instance, why does It some- uioio io
each one Is at present
"
'
running to full
one Bnca(H around and sees the back.!
. .
..
..
.
times move, and why is Rorhefort green specked, and why does Llmburger
One can place about one
wen president lait now knows that he got the presidential nomlna-'capacity.
ARRESTED THI8 MORNING,
nmy be BIlld thnt Dnrwm and Wal- smell, Then, too, they might tell us why Is tripe goose fleshed, and why is lion at Chicago last month.
They told him about It yesterday, but there
,,, ape the same object from two
Jse Montoya was arrested this if"nEa of whent in the hopper, turn on
restaurant milk blue. There Is a lot ahead for the scientist.
was no detailed description of Just how lie got it. There was no mention
morning by Deputy Sheriff Baca xitho water and there you are good for
material and the
different points-o- ne
,
11
timy-iuii- r
oicttiu
n,- -.
nnur run. Tnese mil R
A tihiireprt w h hurir nrv nmmlitail c areiw aI1
mini,0inoi
.
0
I
water Power, and as soon as
A Georgia man has found a new use for turkeys besides making them the
last night at the home of G. C. X
EMh scientist muBt have his own
He
at
the
ot
resistance
Is
feast.
de
Thanksgiving
Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont says she would scrub floors to help the suffragist theorioa, according to his point of
wheat Is cracked the
Crume. Montoya will be brought St mB Krairi
driving them Into hu
piece
cornfield to feed on the army worms, Tho Georgia watermelon Is all rie-hcause. That Is a less conspicuous and less drastic method (hnn nmn nf ti, vlow.
Tinnnmn. n Frnnch nc.lentlnt.
up for hearing tomorrow morn- - JS burs are ready for another. A grist
the
we
fall
will
this
but
be
turkey
importation
all'
hope
from
some
some
other suffragettes adopted. However,
yet,
it Is not to be presumed that Mrs. Perry claims that
consequence
ought to do.
knowledge cornea In . Ing .at nine o'clock before Justice ss'mllln of
.
x n
.
' ' f f.V M .vM
Iam .. ,
fori"
- astntifla frnnjl AniUAh
.
wen inere. yuesta uazette,
uiou flAAtirln
puna 4ln
oi the Peace Jose Maria Garcia,
6uM
Intellect and! Jntui-- .
jiiaiua fcciuo moro man one noor,
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INTERVENTION

MUST BE

E.

R.

CONDITION

WRIGHT

DECLARES

OF AMERICANS

THA

ARE INTOL

ARE ABUSED

ERABLE-WO-

Albuquerque,

N,

M.,

Aug.

3,

De-

claring that the general public lias
little idea of the condition among
Americans In Mexico and that apparently the only aolutlon to the intolerable situation la for the United
States to Intervene In Mexico, Judge
E, R, Wright of Santa Fe, who Is in
this city having Juirt arrived from
El Paso, talked with a New Mexican
correspondent yesterday about what
he saw at the border.
"I believe that half lias not been
told. There nre now over 2500 re
fugees In E! Paso, driven out of Mex
ico by the rebels after they had Bub
mltted to every form of Insult and
There are affidavits
outrage known.
to show that many of the terrified
women now In El Paso were actually
ravished by the Mexicans.
Such af
fidavits as these have been forwarded
to the state department and have met
with no response. These refugees
nre in a state of abject poverty, absolutely penniless, ruined financially
and in the case of many women, much
worse. I am told of a case support
ed by affidavits where a woman in an
expectant condition was murdered by
Mexicans In the presence of her hus
band In a manner which would curdle
the blood of the most hardened crimina Nothing has been done about
It. It is posBlMe, however, that the
case of the hanging of a man said
to be a German citizen may force
The claims
the government's hand.
of other nations for mdemnlty for outrages not half so gross have been
but
paid In heavy sums by Mexico;
borbarltleB against Americans have
warnelicited nothing but occasional
ings from thlB country. A visit to
El Paso and the sight of some of
these refugees gives a man a new Idea
of the state of affairs and the feeling
for Intervention Is easy to understand."

(tiy John S. Harris.)
This year's season of the School ol
American Archaeology Is proving so
very interesting to those who attend
that there Is little doubt that the
summer session next year will be
Santa Fe s moln attraction.
ThlB
morning a large crowd watched the
most sld'Hiil of the San lldefonso In
diana mould utensils from the clay.

PERSONALS
W. C.

Beal

is here from the DuUe

L. P.

ow City.
Mrs.

Lyster

is here from the Mead-

Robert Krvlen

home tomorrow.

will not be at

art

up

step

of pottery making wns taken
by step and almost before
those who had gathered to watch it
the Indian women had finished their
original pieces and laid them aside
to dry.
The Bpeed with which
they would mould this pottery is in- creditable.
The manner in which
they handle their very crude tools and
the artistic results obtained
makes
this one of the very unique features
of the summer school.
The students
of the school will have the privilege
of seeing the entire process of pot-trr- y
making for while the moulders
were busy, three burro loads of cedar
wood arrived which will be used In
burning the vessels moulded thl
The moulding proved of
morning.
Biich Interest that Dr. Hewett
post
poned his walk around the Old Pal
ace In order that the entire morning
might he given up to watching the
potters.
Dr. Harry L. Wilson of John Hop
kins, arrived In Santa Fe last Satur
day to dellvor a course of lectures on
Roman Archaeology and Art.
His first lecture wns given Sunday
night In the House of Representatives
at the Capitol before a large audi
His subject Sunday night was
ence.
"Life, Art and Religion In AnVent
Elniiia." This was Illustrated by a
splendid series of slides which, with
Dr. Wilson's lecture, laid especial em
phasis on their skill In engineering
and In the selection and fortification
of the sites on which their cities were
built.
He also spoke of their fine art,
showing many pictu es of their sculp
turing and painting and closed by
pointing out the fact that the Etrus
cans were the tlrst and for a long time
the only teachers of the Roman in

things artistic.

Monday afternoon at the Old Palace
the Ro
Professor Wilson discussed
man Campagna and, its monuments In
order to give, first of all, the setting
of the Eternal City, which is to be the
subject of several illustrated lectures.
After showing the geological origin
of the great plain which surrounds
the city he showed and explained the
monuments of the
roost Important
Romans and among these the great
aqueduct, which sthetches for miles
across the open country showing imposing ruins of arches, the ruins of
the residences of the wealthy Romans
of antiquity, the great military roadB
which radiate from Rome in every direction and the temples, shrlues and
theatres and other remains of the ancient town of the Alban race.
The next leetuTe In the course will
be given tonight at 8:00 and the subject will be: "The City of Rome in
Antiquity."
One of the delightful features of the
School of American Archaeology and
should
of which more Santa Feans
take1 advantage
of is the morning
walking excursion which is generally
under the guidance of Director Hewett.
The first of these was to Fort Marcy
by way of the Garita or o'd Spanish
From there Dr. Hewett took
prison.
the students to the ruins of the an
cient Tano Pueblo, portions of which
may he Been today, and gave a sketch
of these Indians' history, explaining
their costumes and beliefs.
Ono remark which Dr. Hewett made
and which aroused a great deal of interest Was that he believed a kiva or
estufa might be unearthed at a certain point on the fort.
From the archives In Spain and the
City of Mexico it Is now definitely
known that Coronado did not visit
Santa Fe In 1542 but that Onate was
the first explorer to reach this .country and made the first permanent settlement in Santa Fe In 1605. However Onate saw the ruins of the Tano
Pueblo on Fort Marcy as early as

W. D. Shea returned last evening
from a business trip to the San Luis
Valley.
J. F. Boriyer from Albuquerque, is
registered here today.
Ous Adrian is In the city today from
the San Pedro mining camp.
George Graves and son of Las Vegas, are city arrivals today.
B. G. RandalU the Taos banker and
ranchman, is in Santa Fe today.
Mrs. V. R. Johnson and Miss E. M.
Whitney are Santa Fe visitors.
Attorney J. H. Crist returned last
evening from a trip to his ranch in
Rio Arriba county.
Judge E. R. Wright returned last
evening from Fort Sumner where he
had been on business matters.
Miss Pearle Galaeber left today for
an extended trip through New Mexico and Texas. She will return about
October first.
Judges Hnnna and Roberts and
Messrs. Salmon, Winters and John
Walker are enjoying an outing on the
Pecos at the Valley Ranch.
Rev. J. M. Shlmer returned yesterday from Albuquerque, where he gave
an address at the formal opening of
the Central avenue Methodist church
In the Duke City.
Miss Kate
Muller, Miss Myrtle
Boyle and Miss Gladys Rushworth
who accompanied Prof. Cockerell on
a trip to the Pecos are having so delightful a time at the Vivash ranch
that the party will prolong their stay
a couple of days longer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ernest, parents
of Howell Ernest, Btate traveling auditor and Mrs. Robert Ervien, arrived
In Santa Fe yesterday, and' will make
their home here with Mr. and Mrs.
Howell Ernest During a visit here
last winter they were delighted with 1598.
our pretty old city and It Is a pleasSEND
ure to record their coming among us ENGLAND WILL
DELEGATION TO PERU.
as permanent residents.
London, Aug. C Premier Asqulth
In the house of commons today statTHI8 13 AWFUL.
had
ed that the BritiBh government
Klinefelter of the Obar Progress,
decided to appoint a select parliamen
gives the following letter received by
tary committee of Inquiry Into the at
him from Lebanon, Ind.:
Sir Roger Case"Miss Angle Bean says, one good rocities reported by
occurred In the Putu-mayo- r
to
have
ment
Is,
automobile
foredoor
a
thing 'bout
rubber district of Peru.
she kin take off her new tight shoes
while rldin' without everybody seein'
TO BURY EMPEROR
her feet.
ON SEPTEMBER 14.
Miss Bean also states that there's
arrangeToklo, Aug. 45. Funeral
nothln' like automobllln' fer the appefor the late Emperor Mutsu'hlto
tite, an' she ought to know, for she's ments
who died July 30, have been completgot back from Eaton Ohio.
The date of tlhe funeral cereSpeakin' of Eaton' makes me hun- ed.
at Tokio, has been fixed for
gry this very minute yas sir, fer mony
Interment is
news I aint bin gettln' from the good September 13, and the
on Sepold Obar country of late and the edi- to take place at Momoyama
tor knows why I alnt bin gettln' it tember 14.
too, so here enclosed please find a
KICKED BY HORSE.
dollar bill fer fifty 2 weeks of solid
Harry Poland, of Talban, was kickbrain food."
ed in the mouth by a vicious horse
Klinefelter adds:
the week and was
We are much obliged to Mr. Stolts the early part of
medical treatment,
for the Information ns to Eaton Ohio. brought here for
Upon examination by the dentist it
We have known for some time that
found that five lower front teeth
they are Taunton Massachusetts and was
an
and'
Missouri
upper tooth were gone, while
Macon
Michigan,
Lansing
had been driven upmad as well as trying Topeka quarrel three upper teeth
he was doing
with Kansas, and knew in a general wards. At last report
it will be some time
way that something has been Eaton nicely, although
recovered. Fort
Ohio ever Blnce we moved out or the before lie la entirely
state and Herbert Quick and George Sumner Review.
Saint Amour moved In, but didn't
Hay fever and asthma make August
know Just who was doing it until we
a month of Intense suffering to many
got Mr. Stolt'9 letter.
Foley'B Honey and Tnr
people.
Compound gives prompt ease and reX lief, and is soothing and healing ti
DEATH AT DEMING.
S
Wm. M.
membvaue?.
M-7. Brent X the inflamed
N.
Aug.
X
Demlng,
of S Mcrethew, Me., say?: "A few dOBOB of
son
of
ten
age,
years
Taylor,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound re
X Superintendent J. B. Taylor, died
a, it.,- - ...nM.ln
lieved mo of a severe attack of asoffnH an nnATflHnn
'
He was ill but X thma and less than a bottle caused
for appendicitis'.
Refuse substitutes.
X complete cure."
,
X K it X it S For sale by all druggists,
it it X it X
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IS TO PROSPER IN YEARS TO COME

IT IS PLAINLY A NEW AGE DECLARES
PROFESSOR-GOVERNO-

Sea Girt, N. J., Asg. C Governor
Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey, was
officially informed today that he had
conbeen chosen by the Baltimore
vention as the nominee for the presidency on the democratic ticket.
Briefly and Bimp'.y, Governor Wilson
was notified of his nomination bv
Senator-elec- t
Ollle James of Kentucky
who emphasized, a? he Bald, that the
Governor had obtained the honor
and un
by obligations
embarrassed by affiliations of any
kind.
Though the Governor spoke
in acceptance,
theoretically, to the
fifty two members of the committee,
representing each state and territory
in the United States, the speech,
sounding the depth of his political
philosophy, was heard by a great number.

Governor WHsod stood smiling on
the veranda of the Summer Capital
here early today fondling a little child
and surveying the broad, green meadow where, In the afternoon he was to
be officially notified of his nomination
to the presidency on the democratic
The child was the year old
ticket.
granddaughter of Mrs. Annie M. Howe
of Raleigh, N. C, a sister of the nom
The Governor's only brother,
inee.
Joseph R. Wilson, one of the editors
of the Nashville, Tenn., Banner and
his cousin, James Woodrow, of Colum
bia, S. C, were the only other rela
tives here. Miss Fleanor Wilson, the
Governor's youngest daughter, who
had been visiting in Connecticut, relumed here today, completing the
family group.
On the veranda, where Governor
Wilson was to deliver his speech of
acceptance, were wicker chairs, for
the 62 members of the notification
committee and the guests invited by
the committee which included 22
democratic governors. The exercises
were scheduled to begin Immediate'
after a luncheon to the official group.
By half past eleven the roadway
The
was Jammed with automobiles.
marching club which arrived with
brass bands bore orange and black
pennants with a Wilson picture on
them. On their coats they wore sunflowers.

Colonel William LIbbey, Princeton
77, a member of the Governor's staff,
It was Colonel
was an early arrival.
LIbbey who gave the orange and black
color schem to Princeton, which probably will be the colors of the demoColocratic campaign decorations.
nel LIbbey discovered while In England In 1870 that the English branch
of the Duke of Nassau's family had
adopted orange and black and brought
it to Princeton the next year when
It was adopted aa the college insig
nia.

The democratic committee of notifi
cation numbering 35, left here at 11
o'clock Tor Sea Girt, N. J., where this
afternoon, Gov. Wilson was to be officially informed that he has been nom- -

inated for the presidency. An inter
esting member of the committee was
Mrs. C. P. Overfleld of Salt Lake City,
Utah, who took the place of her hus
band, C. P. Overfleld, who was unable
to come east and asked his wife to
act for him in the committee.
The notification committee led by
Senator-elec- t
Ollle James of Kentucky
arrived at 1:45 o'clock, accompanied
by Governors Baldwin of Connecticut;
Dlx of New York; Donaghey of Arkansas; Foss of Massachusetts, and
O'Neal of Alabama; Senator Myers,
of Montana; Former National Chairman Norman E. Mack; Charles R.
Crnne of Chicago, who has Just been
appointed vice chairman of the democratic finance committee, and Representatives Henley of Alabama, and
Johnson of Kentucky.
The party were received hy the
governor, his wife, and daughters in
the governor's cottage, where luncheon was served to them.
William Jennings- Bryan Bent a telegram regretting that previous engagements had prevented him from coming to SeaGIrt.
Senator-ele- t
Ollle James came to
the front of the veranda at 3 o'clock
accompanied by Governor Wilson and
Governor MarBhall. They were greet
ed by loud cheers.
Governor Wilson sat to the right of
Mr. James while the vice presidential
candidate was at his left.
Mr. James' speech of notification
by apwas frequently Interrupted
plause.
of nocommittee
the
After thanking
tification and expressing his profound
sense of responsibility in accepting
the nomination, the Governor said
he realized that he was expected to
speak plainly, to talk politics and open
the campaign "in words whoso meaning no one need doubt." And he wns
expected to speak, he added, to the
country as we'l as to the committee.
"We muBt, spenk," he contluued, by
wny of preface, "not to catch votes,
but to satisfy the thought .nnd conscience of a people deeply stirred by
the conviction that they liuve como
to a critical turning point in thei

OF NEW JERSEY
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moral and political development.
"Plainly It Is a new age," he went
not
on.
"It requires
to attempt too much and yet it would
be cowardly to attempt too little. In
the broad light of thlB new day, we
stand face to face with what? Plainly
not with questions of party, not with a
contest for office, not with a petty
With great
struggle for advantage.
questions of right and of Justice,
rather, questions of national development, of the development of character and of standards of action no
less than of a better business system.
The forces of thi nation are asserting themselves against every form of
special privilege and private control,
and are seeking bigger things than
they have ever heretofore achieved.
"There are two great things to do.
One is to set up the rule of Justice
and of right In such matters as the
tariff, the regulation of the trusts and
of monopoly, the
the prevention
adaption of our banking and currencS
laws to the very uses to which our
people must put them, the treatment
of those who do the daily labor In
our factories and mines and through- nil milnut
......... l . unit pom- ...- ovoat tnilusfi-lnwt ni,
mercial undertakings, and the politl- cal life of the people of the Philippines, for whom we hold governmental power In trust, for their service,
not our own.
Th other, the additional duty, is the great task of protecting our people and our resources
and of keeping open to the whole peo-p'- e
the doors of opportunity through
which they must, generation by generation, pass If they are to make conquest of their fortunes in health, in
freedom, in peace, and In contentIn the performance of this
ment.
second great duty we are face to face
with questions of conservation and of
development, questions of forestB and
waterpowers and mines and waterways, of the building of an adequate
merchant marine.
"We have got into trouble In recent
years chiefly because these large
things, which ought to have been
handled by taking counsel with as
large a number of persons as possible
because they touch every interest and
the life of every class and region,
have in fact too often been handled In
private conference. They have been
settled by very small, and often deliberately exclusive groups of men
who undertook to speak for the whole
nation, very honestly it may be, but
very ignorantly sometimes, and very
shortsighted, too, a poor substitute
for genuine common counsel, no
group of directors, economic, or poli
They
tical, can speak for a people.
have neither the point of view nor the
knowledge. Our difficulty is not that
wicked and designing men have plotted against us, but that our common
affairs have been determined upon too
narrow a view and by too private an
Our task now is to effect
initiative.
great readjustment and get the
forces of the whole people more into
we
We need no revolution,
play.
need no excited charge; we need only
method
and
new
a
a new point of view
and spirit of counsel.
"The tariff question as dealt with
In our time at any rale has not been
business. It has been politics. Tariff
schedules have been made up for the
purpose of keeping as large a number
as possible of the rich and Influential
manufacturers ol the country In a
good humor with the republican party
which desired their constant financial
The tariff has become a
support.
system of favors, which the phraseology of the schedule was often de
liberately contrived to conceal. Who,
when you come down to the hard facts
of the matter, have been represented
in recent years when our tariff schedules were being discussed and determined, out on the floor of congress
not where they have been
for thnt
determined, but in the committee
That is the
rooms and conferences?
heart of the whole affair. Will you,
can you, bring the whole people into
the partnership or not?
We do not ignore the fact that the
business of a country like ours is exceedingly sensitive to changes In legislation of this kind. It has boen built
up, however,
iff schedules

upon

tar

written In the way 1
have indicated, and its foundations
must not be too radically or too
When we act
suddenly disturbed.
we shou.d net with caution and prudence, like men who know what they
are about, and not like those In love
with a theory. II Is obvious that the
changes we jnnke should be made only
t such a rate and m such a way as
will least interfere with the moral and
healthful course of commerce and
But we shall not on
manufacture.
that account act with timidity, as if
we did not know our own minds, for
we are certain of our ground and of
There should bo an imour object.
be
mediate revision and It should
downward unhesitatingly and steadily

downward.
"The nation as a

j

,
I

'
i

nation lias grown
Immensely rich. She is Justly proud
of her industries and of the genius
of her men of affairs.
They can mas
ter anything they set their minds to
and we have been greatly stimulated
under their leadership and command.
Their laurel si are many and very
We must accord them the
green,
great honors that are their due and
we must preserve what they have
built up for us. But what of the
other side of the picture? It is not
as easy for us to live as it used to be.
Our money will not buy as much.
High wages, even when we get them,
yield us no great comfort. We used
to be better off with less, because a
aoi ar coum uuy sn much more. The
majority of us have been disturbed
to And ourselveB growing poorer, even
though out earnings were slowly inPrices climb faster than
creasing.
we can push our earnings up.
We
know that they are not fixed by the
competitions of the market, or by the
ancient law .of supply and demand
which Is to be found stated In all
primers of economics, but bv nrlvate
with regard to what
arrangements
u- - t
.1.. Buuuiu
ij ius auu ngi eeuieui.
mo
Buiiiiijamong the producers themselves.
Those who buy are not even represented b counsel. The high cost of
living Is arranged by private understanding.
"We naturally ask ourselves, how
did these gentlemen get control of
these things? Who handed our economic laws over to them for legislative and contractural alteration? We
have In these disclosures still another
view of the tariff, still another proof
that, not the people of the United
States, but only a very small number
of them have been partners in that
legislation.
"The
labor question Is
question only because we have not yet
found the rule of right in adjusting
the interests of labor and capital.
Here, again, the sense of universal
partnership must come Into play If
we are to act like statesmen, as those
who serve, not a class, but a nation.
"The working people of America
from
If they must be distinguished
the minority that constitutes the rest
of it, are, of course, the backbone
of the nation. No law that safeguards
their life, that Improves the physical

and moral conditions 'jnder which
they live, that makes their hours of
labor rational and tolerable, that
gives them freedom to act In their
own Interest, and that pro'ects tnem
where they cannot protect
inn properly he regarded as c'ass legislation or as anything but as a
ure taken in the Interest of the whole
people, whose partnership in right action we are trying to establish and
It is in this
make real and practical.
spirit that we shall act If we are genuine spokesmen of the whole country.

mat

"In dealing with tne complicated
and difficult question of the reform
of our banking and currency laws, it
Is p'nln that we ought to onsult very
many persons besides tho bankers,
l ot because we distrust the bunker,

tut because they do not 'ie':eiurlly
end the business of the eojn-try- ,
they nre indisnotwithstanding
pensable servants of It and may do a
vast deal In making It hard or easy.
No mere bankers' plan will meet the
requirements, no matter how honeBtly
conceived. It should be a merchants'
cnmi-if-

farmers' plan as well, e'astlc In
hands of those who use it as an
indispensable part of their dally busand
the

iness.
"In dealing with he Philippines, we
should not allow ourselves to stand
We
upon any mere point of pride.
are not the owners of the Philippine
We hold them in trust for
Islands.
the people who live in them.
They
nre theirs, for the uses of their life.
Wo are not even their partners. It is
our duty, aB trustees, to make whatever arrangement of government will
be moBt serviceable to their freedom
and development.
Here, again, we
ere to
up the rule of Justice and
of right.
"I do not know any greater question
We have
than that of conservation.
been a spendthrift nation and must
now husband whnt we have left. We
We must
must do more than that.
develop, as well ns preserve, o ir water powers and must add great waterfacilities
ways to the transportation
of the nation; to supplement the rail-

set

ways

within our borders as well as

We must revive
Isthmus.
our merchant marine, too, and fill the
We must
seas again with our fleets.
service
add to our present
a parcels post as complete as that of
We must look to
any other nation.
every
the health of our people upon
hand, as well as "hearten them with
This Is tho
Justice and opportunity.
policy that has a vision nnd a hope
and thnt looks to serve mankind.
"With, regard to the development
of greater and more numerous watermum

the

'

n,.t

HATED
TO

ways and the building up of a
SITES TO
fTftuua.
chant marine we must follow
bck
constructive lines and not
ana
EStnlifclAAEOPLE
upon the cheap device of bounties
l
Iu the case Ml the
subsidies.
river, that great Central artery
or our trade, It IS plain umi
prune 1 DrDtntJil
rtlfiUIML Lti m TO PRO
-- pi
hnlld and main- - Nt JtHUi
THERE AND IT DON'T HAVE
GRESSIVES
great
tain the levees and keep the
waters In harness for the general use.
A
RUBBER
STAMP
ON IT EITHER-- It Is plain, too, that vast sums of
new
THE
VALLEY.
NEWS
OF
to
develop
money must be Bpent
waterways where trade will be mcM
readBcrved and transportation most
Eslancia, N. M., Aug. 7. William
ily cheapened by them. Such expendiMclntOBh of Mcintosh was a visitor
tures are no largess on the part of the
In town Saturday.
He reports that
government, they are national Invest- the
Bheep are hog fat and that this
ments.
year's lambs are the best ever;! this,
"The very fact that we have at last with
the big price they are s(ire to
taken the Panama Canal seriously, in
bring, makes "Mac" wear the smile
hand and are vigorously pushing, it
I
that won't come off
towards completion la eloquent of out
Last week saw tin final destruction
interest in international
.
of an old
The old adobe
trade.
We are not building the canal Estancla hotel the first adobe build-bi- g
and pouring millions upon millions of
in the town and which was demoney into Its construction merely to
excepting 'he walls by, the
establish a water connection between stroyed
fire of two years ago, was finally
the two coasts of the continent, imThe adobe walls
wliied off the map.
portant and desirable as that may be, were
becoming danrerotiB and a menparticularly from the point of view ace to
so a force hired ,by
passers-bof naval defense.
It is meant to be
company,
the Hughes Mercantile
great international highway. It would1
whose property the old adobe adjoins
if we should
bo a little ridiculous
to pushed down the walls.
build It and then have no ships
Last Friday C. T. Norman suffered
send through It.
There have been
fine
His team
a painful accident.
years when not a single ton of freight
one started to run and Mr.
young
Canal
Suez
passed through the great
Norman dashed between the team and
In an American ship so empty were
the seas of our ships and seamen. We the doubletree making a grab for the
He got the lines, stopped the,
must mean to put an end to that kind lines.
no gain and
of thing or we would not be cutting team but was thrown for
In two places.
a new canal at our very doors merely his forearm was broken
for the UBe of our men of war.
We Mighty bad Just now when weeds are
three Inches an hour.
fihal not manage
the revival by the growing
Mrs. L, D. Roberts is quite 111 at her
mere paltry device of tolls. We must
home Bouth of town.
build and buy ships In ' competition
Our genial and efficient local railwith the world.
We can do it If we
road agent, J. P. Kennedy, announces
will but give ourselves leave.
he will soon start east on his
"There is another duty which the
vacation trip. He also says that his
democratic party has shown itself return
transportation reads: "Mr. and
great enough and close enough to the Mrs. J. P.
Kennedy," but most of us
peop'e to perceive, the duty of gov- are from Missouri.
ernment to share in promoting agriEarl Moulton, the genial and
cultural, Industrial, vocational educamerchant of Lucia, and his
tion in every way possible w ithin its
and Allen McGllllvray, ' the
constitutional powers. No other plat family
and his family passed
form has given this Intimate vision of sheep king,
in their new autos
a party's duty.
The nation cannot through Sunday
destined to Mcintosh and the Mcenjoy its deserved supremacy In the
intosh ranch.
markets and enterprises of the world
Our local Progressive committee is
unlesB its people are given the ease
receipt of a letter from "The Coi'-re- l'
and effectiveness that come only with
thanking us for the ln;erest
and
knowledge
training. Education is shown here in the
Progressive movepart of the great task of conservation. ment and
that he is receiving
stating
the
task
of
of
and
of
renewal
part
most encouraging reports from all
perfected power.
And It wasn't
over the country.
"A presidential campaign may easily
with a rubber stamp, either.
signed
degenerate into a niere personal con
took a walk
Your correspondent
test and so lose its real dignity and
through the Town Cabbage Patch
Is
no
There
indispensignificance.
?nst night.
Through the public spirit
sable man. The government will not of the New Mexico Central Road the
one
and
to
if
go
pieces
collapse
any
town secured an acre on its right of
of the gentlemen who are seeking to
way Just east of town and enough
be entrusted with its guidance should
water when needed to properly Irribe left at home.
But men are Instrugate it. The town's people furnished
ments. We are as important as the the
money to cultivate the patch and
cause we represent, and in order to
you ought to see the crop. Cabbage
be Important must really represent a
as big as the old rain bar'l; caulicause. What is our cause? The peo- flower
that looks too good to eat; tople's cause. That Is easy to say, but mato plants that are knee high; poto- -'
'
what does it mean? The common as toes that are
crowding up the ground
against any particular 'Merest what- above and around them ; seventeen
ever. Yes, but that, too, needs trans kinds of
beans, and a whole lot of
lation Into acts and policies.
We other
equally as good.
things
unrepresent tho desire to set up an
Little beams of sunshine
a
government
entangled government,
Little hoes In hand;
that cannot be used for private pur- Little streams of water,
poses, either In the field of business
'and.
Make a bang-uT In the field of implies; a govern
And that means the Estancia Valment that will not tolerate the use of
ley.
the organization of a great party to
serve the personal alms and ambi
MEXICO DEMOCRATS
tions of any Individual, and that will NEW
WILL MEET.
not permit legislation to be employed
to further any private interest.
I
The democratic state convention is
heed with deep thankfulness the mescalled to meet at the Elks theater at
sage you bring me from the country.
on Monday, September
1 feel
that I am surrounded by men Albuquerque
commencing at 10 a. m. A candi
whose principles and ambitions are date for congress will be nominated
those of true servants of the people. at this time as well as three presiI thank God, and will take courage.
dential electors. A new state commit
tee will also be chosen.
The various counties are entitled to
representation In the above convention on the basis of one delegate for
every one hundred votes or major
Mounted Policeman Loveless nt fraction thereof cast for the demo
Rosa, N. M arrested one Andrew cratic candidate for governor in No
Frost, a Jlcarllla Ute Indian, for flour- vember, 1911, and on that basis the
ishing a pistol in' a settlement, and representation from the various countook him before i Justice of the ties shall be as follows:
Bernalillo 31, Chaves 20, Colfax 1!.
peace who soaked him $30 and costs
Just to show that the wild west days Curry 10, Dona Ana 14, Eddy lo.
are over.
Grant 15. Guadalupe 10, Lincoln 8.
Mounted Policeman Alex Street re Luna 6, McKinley 4, Mora 13, Otero 7,
covered 15 head of cattle near
Quay 12, Rio Arriba 12, Roosovelt 8,
be'onging do Leopolo Mar- Sandoval 8, San Juan 8, San Miguel
Santa Fe 14, Sierra 6, Socorro 14,
The rustler who stole the
tinez.
cuttle is Jesse Taylor, who has not Taos- 10, Torrance 8, Union 14, Valen
Total 311.
yet been apprehended but is expected cia 3.
soon to be captured.
The chairmen of the various Coun
The members of the board of the ty committees are requested to cal
Panama Exposition met yesterday primaries and a county convention at
and elected Col. Ralph Twitchell an early date for the selection of delechairman, giving him power to em- gates to the above convention, and to
clerks for the name two members of the state cenploy the necessary
No action was tnken relative tral committee for a period of two
work.
to the state building, as that question years.
All contests must be in the hands of
will be decided upon when the board
commeets at San Diego, which will be the secretary of the state central
mittee in writing, at least two days
August 20 or 27.
before the state convention.
COMMISSION.
THE CORPORATION
No proxy will be recognized unless
The rate hearing t Roswell will held by a resident of the same counbe held on Monday. ThlB Is an importy as the delegate giving the proxy.
tant matter involving the question of
A meeting of the state central com
rates in the Pecos valley touching in mittee Is also called for 9 a. m Moncommerce. Com- day, Sept. 9th, for the purpose of recter and lntra-stat- e
missioners Groves and Owen are on ommending temporary officers to the
the ground and will take the testi- convention and for such other busimony. B. F. Segerson nnd Mrs. Min- ness as may come before the commitnie Brumbach of the commission of- tee.
Members of the committee are
fice, leave today to bo present at. the requested to hand to the secretary at
this meeting, a list of delegates with
hearing.
GAME WARDEN.
proxies, in attendance from their reGame Warden Baca found the Elk spective counties in order to aid in
which were imported last year into forming a temporary roll.
The temperature yesterday reached
Two
New Mexico in fine condition.
as 83 at 4:10 p. m. and fell to CO at 3:50
bands were held in enclosures,
m. It was generally clear and pleasthey have been since their Importa- a.
tion and the third band, about which ant with a mean temperature of 72
the farmers are making complaints degrees or 4 degrees above the averThe forecast is generally fair
on account of their destructive ten- age.
The game in Bouth portion with local showers
dencies, nre at large.
or Thureday.
warden has given tree hand for any in north portion tonight
one who can capture this band, withCENTIPEDE BITE,
out Injury and If they are successful
Harry Rogers, working for the Coll
the warden will cancel the contract at
Warden Baca says ranch east of Artesia, was bitten on
present In force.
that If the elk are sot captured soon, the hand by a centipede last Friday
he may get Buffalo Jones to take a afternoon while burning brush. The
hand In the game and see what he can wound Is very pfilr'ul, but not danare now gerous and Rogers will be back nt
The game liconses
do.
Pecos
In a few
days.
being sent out from the warden's work again
Valley News.
office.
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Starting at the mixing of the clay,

the

all

City.

WOODROW WILSON IS TODAY

OF cflRQHAEOLOGY

THE RESULT
JUDGE

SUMMER SCHOOL

'ht

OFFICIAL NEWS

ers besides the fortitude
ot the daughter of George Klnsell, returned grine will relate som of ber exper- friars who were left behind to bring to Santa Fe for the summer vacation Ifnccs in China and which will no
European clviliiatlon into the west- - after spending a year with relatives doubt be very Interesting,
Miss Maude Hancock has returned
em hemisphere, and which later the in Columbus, Dhlo, where she was
American conquest with tihe hundreds graduated from the high Bchool this from a month's visit with her sister's
.
family at Tucumcarl, and will reof stories of Kit Carson and his spring.
scoutB and then you ask If Santa Fe
Graham Frost has been spending main In the city a couple of weeks
will ever be a tourist nieces? Of Ihe week in Santa Fe "seeing the and will attend the summer session
course it will, and this advertising boys" and the girls some say and of tihe School of Archaeology, after
that It is getting through the summer having a general good, time In Just which she will leave for Aliunogordo
In
Attorney Francis C. Wilson return school Is going to mean a great deal being at home again. He will leave to take up her duties as a teacher
AUGUST 1, 1912.
Sunday for Oklahoma to continue nis me ntgn scnooi teacners institute.
J. A.f Julian Is down from EBpiinola ed yesterday from Cochltl, where he toward that end.
Miss Clarlbei Fischer has won 'he
rcnch unimer a iinnn nf noted men work there.
bad gone on an official visit He was
on a Inisiness trip.
Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell Carroll and distinguished honor of a two years'
and women are gathered here and
Mrs C. Chase of Tllton. Illinois. Is accompanied by Superintendent
College
of the Indian school.
their com Ine Is not only inmortant in three small sons, and Dr. and Mrs. scholarship in the Colorado
a tourist In the city today.
Rev. J. J. Ranyon of the First Bap tho value of their lectures to the peo- - Harry Wilson will arrive In Santa Fe as the result of the high standing
R. I j. Hicks of Espanola Is down
tist church of Albuquerque, will oc- - pie of Santa Fe. but also because they Sunday to be present at the summer which she gained in her worn here,
business visit. ....
for Birew days'
.. .
the nulnlt of .St. John's. Metho- - take away with them an Impression school.
They have been spending a To those who were 'amlllar with Mlns
.
Anll.ng the visitors in ine cny lu- - cnnv
a
.7
at the Cliirlbel's scholarship In the Santa Fe
ot the town, which, If favorable, will month in Colorado SprlngB
day k Nellie V. Me-- k of Baltimore
The services will be at 11 o'clock.
cause more people to come here.
meeting of the School of Archaeolo- schools, this honor doeB not occasion
Mfc. Laura M. Carver of Snuta
Miss Fischer will
R. Frandenberg, C, J. Frauden-bergwith
session
F.
Dr.
Hewett
the
gy
there,
great surprise.
opened
Monica, Cal., Is a visitor In Santa Fe
and Majorle and Arthur Fran- a short Introduction, telling why the
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Pope, Mr. attend Colorado College the coming
and
Hull
Uif:
school year.
denberg who have been here for a study of man was of such Interest and Mrs. Harry Lee, Miss
Mis. O. Connell of Chicago, t vrariat
couple of days, left today on the D. to us now. He spoke of the fact that Miss Pathie Hull made a short visit
We learn with regret that Clinton
"niiiite to the coast, Is a S.m't Fe & R. Q. for their home in the Espa Sir Francis Bacon's famous- epoch- - to the Valley ranch this week. Thev J
Crandall, Jr., is ill with typhoid
7l:ltor.
new
drove
in
of
over
book
Pope's
nola valley.
"The
Advancement
Judge
making
fever at the sanitarium.
k. B. McQaffey of the Santa Durban
D. C. Collier, manager of the expos!
was published In 1605, the Iliac, arriving there Wednesday after-sam- e
L B. Prince, who has
Ttt and Pole company Is a Snta Fe
whl(,n ,,', b(J hM ,n gan Deg0
year In which the present Pal- - noon and returning to Santa Fe the been absent In Denver for the past
Visitor today.
iqik I. airnln In Santa P. Mr Pnl. ace of the Governors was built that following day.
week, Is expected home tomorrow evA. H. Case and Mrs. Case and their ,er made many trendg nere during those two entirely
different move- - Hon. Arthur Seligman and nephews
ening or Monday evening.
visitors
are
Phlladel-otiher
child of Copperhill, Tenn.,
hlg orraer vls(t an(i they are glad to nunts, which were as far from each Maurice and John Cohen of
Mrs, L. B. Prince returned WednesIn Santa Fe.
have him pay a return visit.
as the miles between thein had ph.'a, arrived today from the east. Mr.
day
evening on the delated train from
of Tor- visit-poibeen
Edward M. Bernardenelll
Mrs.
and
have
Mrs. Seligman
Frank P. Sturges and
Sturges, finally come to the same objective
the Prince orchards at Espano!a,
here
visitor
east
is
a
the
New
in
Closof
Tom
Ins
relatives
and
of
Mrs
Mexico,
friends
ciosson. May Cloason,
Teon,
the study
the progress
to visit her son,
son and Robert Frye came In yester- - man. Dr. Hewett spoke of the lec- - lor the past four months. Mrs. Sellg-lure- s where she had gonemet
today on business.
with a painful
W. B. Prince, who
The Misses Thomas of Kansas City ,ajr fTOIn cow creek where they have
for the session and me list of man will remain In Cleveland until
HlB
from her accident at the end of last week.
are In Santa Fe for a brief visit. They teen fishing for the past month. Mr, names and subjects Is alone enough to she has fully recovered
nose 1b broken and face bruised,
recent illness. Maurice and John
Ciosson In his machine met them at draw many students to the school.
are enroute to the coast
we
O. J. Price and H. E. Marsh 0! Glorleta and the trip down was ac- Hewett then introduced Mr. hen will be the guests of Mr. and though it is healing satisfactorily came
understand. With Mrs. Prince
Lansing, Michigan, are among tne complished In one hour and forty mln- James H. Brewster, who gave a read- - Mrs. James Seligman during the I
MrB. Will Prince and her children who
utes which sets a new record. The lng from an old drama of the Incas of month of August,
j
tourists In the city today.
when
'
It will be of Interest to his many ! remained until this morning
Misses Nellie and Ada 3h?ever 0' campers report, an excellent outing Peru. Mrs. Brewster Is a scholar of
unusual ability and her reading was friends in Santa Fe to know that they returned to their ranch home,
New York City are Santa Fe visitors with all the fish they could eat.
of the greatest Interest. She has been Lieutenant Robert C. Garrett has
MONDAY, AUGUST 6, 1912.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1912.
today enroute to the coast.
from Fort
to use old documents found in cently been transferred
Mrs. Edgar L. Hewett will serve tea
Hilario Delgado of Chapulpetic,
G. R. Schenke Is here from Glorleta.
Mexico a refugee as a result of the Monday afternoon in the Puye room Peru which makes her translation ex- - Warden, Washington, to Fort Strong,
J. H. Wagner 1b up from Las Cruces.
The drama It- - Mass., which 1b a suburb of Boston,
in the Palace ot the Governors after ceedlngiy valuable.
revolution, is In Santa Fe.
Frank M. Kalb is in Santa Fe from
Dr. J. A. Massle returned last eve-- the afternoon lecture. All friends self was of course acted and spoken Lieutenant Garrett intends to take San Diego.
connected with the as a dialogue by the aborigines for courses in electrical engineering in
nlng from the east, where he has been and students
A. S. Long was over from Las VeTech-gainethe past three months studying in bis school are cordially Invited to come In centuries before the spoken language the Massachusetts Institute of
Sunday.
gas
a written form.
.nology this winter.
and have a cup of tea.
profession.
F. W. Drake was here Sunday from
Clara D. True is here from Paja-o- f
Mrs. Brewster In her presentation
Judge L, C. Collins has been apHodges, N. M.
this ancient drama of the Incas, rlto ranch.
DOVE DINNER.
pointed referee and special master to
E. F. DuCharm of Deming is again
H. R. Peabody Is up from Stanley
a "literary mummy'
din- - has liberated
How would you like a pot-pi- e
lake evidence In the New Mexico fore- a visitor in the city.
business.
from
in
on
erudition
of
the wrappings
today
ner? and especially dove pot pie?
closure suits.
Hector Elliott of Los Angeles Ie a
which It has long been enclosed. She
Willie Reed is recovering from a
Ricardo Valencia and Ramon Quin- - "Four and twenty wild doves
in Santa Fe today.
visitor
two
has
sickness.
life,
the
in
it
a
Baked
Into
given
it,
N.
by restoring
pie
M., arrived
tana of Pecos,
days'
Miss Bryan is down from Pajarlto
SumIts
translation
in
to
Ft.
is
R.
E.
the
was
before
And
the
when
on
business
through
original
pie
Judge
Wright,
opened
city yesterday
Ranch for a few days' visit.
metrical form, and has by graphic ner on legal business.
The doves began to sing.
U. S. land office.
' H.
Laura B. Martin Is In Santa Fe
Ve- the
dramatic
Las
of
Hfeld
a
over
that
be
from
Now
dish
wouldn't
Is
wife
A.
Waco,
developed
ind
description
Henderson
pretty
Ray
from her home at Albuquerque.
and poetic beauties of the play.
gas today on business.
Texas, are enjoying the wonderful To set before a king?"
Charles Springe'- - jf Cimarron is a
W. S. Davidson and wife arc- In the
Mr, Hoover killed the doves himself
The drama, Ollantai, was composed
Santa Fe climate.
business visitor In Santa Fe today.
Howell Ernest, L. B. Woofers. W. L. at Agua Fria with his own little in the fifteen
century, a hundred city today from Chicago.
P. D. McElroy of Las Vegas was an
and plenty of years or more before the coming of John M. Roberts and Mrs. Roberts
Kegel, left this morning for Las Ve- gun he did it,
over Sunday visitor in the capita!.
pas, on matters connected with the square shot And then he invited a the Spanish conquerors. It was not are here from Joplln, Mo.
bird reduced to writing, however, until
few friends to eat home-killeJames Coleman is hete on a busl- - R. C. WarBick of RoBwell is in Santa
traveling auditor's department.
Fe today en route to the Upper Pecos.
D. C. Collier of San Diego, Is ex- - pie. And did they like It? Well, they some time after the conquest, when ness visit from Cerrillos.
D. D. Draper Armour, representapected In Santa Fe this evening,- said it tasted like "more" rigtht down an unknown Spanish monk took it J. H. McHughes, mounted policeman
tive from Albuquerque, is In the city.
Frank Owen goes to Rowe this after- to the bottom of the dish. Those par-- down In Qulchua, the language of the i here from Cerrillos, his home.
D. O. Harris of Table Grove, III.,
Thomas N. Wl'kerson, well known
ticipating In the feast last Tuesday Incas, as he heard It from the Indians
ncon by auto to meet the colonel.
is In the city today on business.
Amndo Chaves, former assistant su- - evening besides the host were Dr. themselves.
attorney of Albuquerque, is a visitor
J. W. Shrader and F. N. Weiner of here today,
This manuscript lay for centuries
of public instruction Murray, C. A. Bishop and Frank Hill.
perinlendent
unknown and untranslated In the Denver, are business visitors today,
N F. LeScur, R'vlph Guest and E.
and well known attorney of AlbuBIRTHDAY PARTY.
Kenneth Malcomb of Albuquerque R. De Baca formed a party that came
monastery of Santo Domingo, at Cuz- querque, Is here on a brief business
And the small kiddles are having co; after It was discovered it was is among tne Santa ie visitors toaay. in from
Albuquerque Saturday.
trip.
Judee Onvlord of Lafayette, Ind., their parties this summer too. DIdn t copied and translated into several
Joseph Warner is here from Kirt- - H. S. Pickard, J. C. Kirch er and J.
see
them
th
marching through
nil pM b Otero and eon left this you
languages by learned antiquarians, land. N. M., for a brief business visit, F. Mullen were up from Albuquerque
Felipe D. Pacheco and Jose y Pa- - over Sunday, guests at the Montemorning for a month's camping and plaza last Wednesday afternoon, short who incorporated It into grammars
sihort
white
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fat
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fluffy
and treaties upon the Qulchua lan- - checo are in Santa Fe today from zuma.
shirts,
river
tine
Conejos
fishing trip on
'e6s- - white collars and Buster Brown guage and the Incas of Peru; but in Diamonte.
Colorado.
S. R. Murphy, W. A. Bayer and Jack
Mrs. J. F. Mille' end Miss Ruth
Mrs. E. J. McLean left last evening ties for the boys and big pink and none of these previous translations
of St. Joseph, Mo., tourists,
Lambaugh
for her home In Denver. Mrs. Mo blue butterfly bows for the girls? was the rhythm of the original pre- - are down from the Valley Ranch for were here yesterday.
They are en
a ew. dayB,
Lean, who Is a sister of Mrs. Palen They were on their way to Irene- served.
coast.
the
to
route
for
she was celebratMrs. Brewster's translation
Is re-- ,
counwas in Santa Fe attending the funeral Hersch's party,
MrB A j. Nix and daughter, Ruth,
M. C. Stewart, sheriff of Eddy
in8 her sixth birthday. They played markable In that she has kept the ptt
of Mrs. Moulton.
morning for Raton and other ty and who lives at Carlsbad, passed
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known
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game
of
every
the lyric drama of the Child- p0lnt8 ,n New Mexc0.
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spirit
Mrs. R. L. Baca and two
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mnv friends reirret to see them leave, candy and njts. Those who wished lions ot tne scenes are impressive MUs JeBSe Lu3an ,eft day Def0re athevisit
left yesterday for their, home
of the lavish splendor
Beniamin L. Martinez will leave the little hostess many happy returns
ye8terday for E1 0Jo De La Baca Ik at Woodward, Oklahoma.
some time next week for Tlerra Ama-- of the lar were: Virginia McManus, and beauty of the Peruvian palaces v,8,t her relatlve8 and friends,
W B. Walton, well known attorney
niia where he has been annotated Josepnine Aicwanus. barker Wilson, - and landscapes. Mrs. Brewster.
0rtlz, cerk of school and member of the legislative senate
coun- - Mary Hughes, Levi Hughes, Jr., Ther- charm as a dramatic reader held her
Arriba
Rio
of
treasurer
,
busi.
on
33
,g
deputy
,he ct
from Grant county, Is here from Silver
r nauipei, reier wenau, un- audiencea attention as well as the
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erlne Lienau, Mary Wagner, Grace interest in the drama.
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left
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Attorney p
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Stauffer,
Josephine
Mrs. Brewster's lecture on
Mrs Karl Green and Mr. and Mrs. Staulfer,
this monlng for Ijis Cruces, whither he Mrs. Thomas Donn to Missouri for
zuma hotel has gone
navirt SrWlo return this evening Hersch, Ernestine Delgado, Francis drama Is Interesting and illuminating. ),ag been called on legal business.
a visit with friends and relatives. .
from a trip to the grand canyon. Mr. Andrews.
By means of a short Introduction one
jjr. and Mrs. Steve Dominguez loft
or long-er& month
BRIDGE PARTY.
and Mrs. Scheele will visit here for a
gets an Insight Into the life and his- - this morning for Del Norte, where She will remain for
Mrs. O. Wellington
was
Hoover
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Green,
with
a
of
remarkable
The they will attend the school institute
few days
tory
people.
M.. is
C. E. Hartley of Springer, N.
tefore returning to their home in hostess Friday afternoon at a most reading of the picturesque lines of the to be held next week,
Mr. Hartley
1., tho rltv on business.
enjoyable auction bridge party. The text holdB the close attention of the
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business.
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today,
Among past week, Is expected home
where they were working.
L. R. Favllle and H. T. Herring of ot American Archaeology, which op- - Springs.
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Anastnclo
them
were
noon.
Montoya,
Miss Mathilda Vanderbeck ot East
from
Uis Vegas, are business visitors here ened last Thursday evening, promises
K. B. Rich Is in the city today
to he the most successful and inter Orange, New Jersey, Is the house Benavedes mand Louis Escudero.
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Dr. H. R. Shannon and F. B. McCoy esting session yet held. The lecture guest of Miss Helen Lauglilln.
.
.
.
f t.di VaznH. was a
u. nr. tu,
Mrs. Edward A. Smith of Gallup, Is Methodist church will occupy tne puiof Alamosa, Colorado, are visitors room in the historic old Palace of the
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.
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Presbyterian
filled
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month with her mother,
with an spending
Governors,
entirely
here today.
Mrs. rheo. Con ick will not
tomorrow
morning
W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio enthusiastic audience of Santa Fe Mrs. Rlvenberg, at her home on Gal- - In Albuquerque
111
noma lu
and the First Methodist cnurcn
Grande left this morning for the San residents and students in the Bchool Isteoroad.
Mrs. E. J. McClean relumed to her the evening.
who showed their appreciation for the
Luis- valley, Colorado, on business,
om?""',"m v
. ,
George
Armljo will acconipnny ne, ""j" '
Ellis Williams of San Marclal, is In splendid lecture that was given, and home in Denver, Wednesday mornArizona m
" .
W.
the city, visiting with his brother, the untold value and interest that this Ing after a short visit with her sister Hugh Williams to Albuquerque this
d
0
" '
Mrs. R. J. Palen.
evening and return tomorrow. Next
Cloud- Corporation Commissioner Hugh Wll- - school of archaeology brings to
T. B. Longwell Is up from
Miss Annette McGibbon came in week Chief Clerk Armljo will be pret- ,ta Fe.
r
nf aairarnl (lava.
ns
Is
Santa Fe
essentially a residence Friday evening from a visit In Socor- ty near the whole commission
the;'11 r.
S. A. G. Smith Is in Santa Fe from
rniifnrnla called
jj"'"".
members are absent, attending to ot- Estancia on business. He reports town since there are no factories, no ro, Silver City and El Paso.
bv the Illness of Mrs. Davles,
there
the
within
fluormines
immediate
Miss
flclal
in
Miss
Frances
matters.
Abbott and
vicinity,
Jay
plenty of rain and the valley
W. C. White is here from the
the spirit of commerce is not the lead- - Washburn have returned from a visit
neV. Jamn. M. Shimer, pastor of
ishlng condition.
valley on a short, husiness trip.
W. Sorrell, V. S. of Willard, is in ing factor and on this account the with Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott In the Methodist church, was In attend- Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rogers of El
tihe city today on a professional visit, spirit of culture should be encouraged the Rlto de los Frljoles.
Mountainance a the Chautauqua at
the visitors here to- Rev. Leonldas Smith returned
to ttlr durjng the week, and stopped over1 Paso are among
He la an Inspector of the Bureau of to the fullest extent. The people ot
Santa Fe are beginning to realize the Snnta Fe this week from Sliver City in Albuquerque and will occupy the Gay,
Animal Industry.
Frank Kirster was here from Albu
E. J. Bates and H. W. Dow of Ros- - value of such encouragement, for It and will resume his work In the par pulpit of the Metlhodlst church in Al
querque yesterday making the trip
well, are among the visitors In Santa is the study of the culture of early lan 01 tne cnurcn ot tne iioly Faun buquerque Sunday.
overland.
Fe today. They came in on business days, the monuments that were built Ibis Sunday.
Commissioner
Hugh
M. L. Fox, member of tne stan or
Corporation
Mrs. Jay Turley and three children
here centuries ago by the Spanish,
and will remain for several days
In ttlA dtV
Unillnma vnM tn A hllflll amilfl thllt .1,
" 'lnunn,,! aaa
and still filter back Into the past, the arrived in Santa Fe yesterday for an
,
nlngVhere 'he wII1 "be Jolned by
relics nf those unknown aborigines, extended visit with Mrs. Turley's par.
,.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
.
,
rPB,aBnt
rnm thorH thpv
the cliff dwellers that will make this ents, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hlckox
Lucas County. ss.
Mr. Williams 0 Kust Las Vegas, Is a visitor in
go to Denver, where
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he the most unique and quaint town In of the south side.
will attend the K. P. national conclave ganta Fe today.
Mrs. Frank Lavnn entertained the
Is senior pnrtner of the firm of F. J. the United States. And to make the
.... Miss Fllomena Perea Is in the 'city
to be held next week.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the most of our attractions, the spirit of Thirteen club Friday afternoon. Those
of St. from Albuquerque, the guest of her
Miss Karolyn Krnchenberg
County and State enterprise must not bo lacking. In present besides the members of the
City of Toledo,
Sandovals.
club were Mrs. Charles A. Wheelon, I'0IIB' Mo- - 18 tne B"e8t of MlBB Ed'tn relatives the
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the east one finds that the tourists
Miss Marie King of Trlnidnd, Colo.,
Miss
and Mrs. T. A. McCarthy.
Hamp el, of Agua Fria street.
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- - tention Is centered on one epoch
Isvisiting her sister Mrs. J. B. ReyMrs. William H. Prince, wlin
revolution.
Kranchenberg found the neat so exLARS for each and every case of that of the American
nolds on Chapelle street.
she
St.
In
that
thought
are
filled
Louis,
the
Museums
with
been
cannot
be
cured
Gov.
that
by
Mrs.
and
Prince
for
yellowed
visiting
Catarrh,
Mrs. W. C. Duncan of the Espnnola
with a few days this week, left this morn- - 8he would spend the summer In Santa
Iters of General Washington,
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
valley Is In the city attending ttin
"earliest" copies of tihe Declaration of Ing for her home on the Sunshine Fe. the climate here being Ideal.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ot archaeology.
Rev. J. J. Runyan, pastor ot the summer school
Sworn to before me and subscribed Independence, with faded satin slip-i- Ranch near Espunola.
Mary J. McKee ot New York City,
Dr. T. Harmon Parkhurat of Call. First Baptist church in Albuquerque,
my presence this 6th day of De-- pers in which some colonial dame hnd
for the
'danced the minuet.
In California er fornia who is giving lectures In the an able and well known devlne, Is In Is In Santa Fe and will remain
cember, A. D., 1880.
A. W. CLEASON, (erythlng dates to the Franciscan na. summer school course, Is registered the city attending the Bummer ses- - summer archaeological school.
(Seal)
A. D. Graham,
manager of the
Notary Public, dres and their missions. In Santa Fe at the Palace and will remain In slon of tlho American School of Arch- Mountain States Telephone and TeleHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern- - we have our historical periods of Santa Fe during the month.
neology, and will occupy the pulnlt
New
In
Mexico, is In
H. 0. Herring
and S. A. Tavllle ot the Methodist church
Sunday graph Company
ally and acts directly upon the blood unique Interest. There Is first tho
Santa Fe on business. He lives In Alr
whose story have been visitor. In town
and mucous surfaces of the system, prehistoric
this morning.
is still only a surmise, then the In- - week.
Miss Peregrine, a returned mission- - buquerque.
Send for testimonials, free.
They drove over from Las
After Dr. Wilson's lecture Mrs. EdF. .T. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0., dian civilization with their legends Vegas in their enr, Monday nnd say ary from China, Is In the city, and will
and customs, the Spanish conquest that the roads are In fairly good con- - lead in the devotional meeting of the gar L. Hewett entertained the studSold by all druggists, 75c.
Enworth League at the Methodist ents and their friends of the School
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- - wltih all the tales of bravery and dar dltion despite the recent rains,
Miss Pare- - of American Archaeology In the Puye
Miss Pauline Klnsell. the pretty church Sunday evening.
lng of Cabeza de Baca and his follow- stlpatlon.
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Tne Oldest Blood Disease

The most ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered;
with Contagious Blood Poison, The disease has come down through all
as it haft ever been, a scourge and blight upon huthe ages and is
manity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as in its
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, whereas, it was once considered an incurable infection. 8. 8. S. is an antidote
for the virus of (Contagious mood roison, ana cures
it in all its forms and stages. S. 8. S. possessing
both purifying and tonic properties routs out all the
and at the same time builds tip the general
Eoison, A
person who has been cured of Contagious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need not
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time.
This great medicine checks the progress ot the
poison and gradually but surely all sores and eruptions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat peas away,
the hair stoos fallincr out. conDcrolored splotches
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease
is left Home Treatment book and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
room yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson will entertain the students of the School ot
and
their
American
Archaeology
friends In her beautiful home on Buena
Vista Heights, Wednesday afternoon
between 4:30 and 6.
J. G. Guyman, Ada Guyman, Der-rnGuyman, Ray Terpening and Myra
Carrlgan arrived from Catlln, Illinois, yesterday and after a day In the
city, they left for the Estancia valley
to look at land there.
Prof. J. H. Wagner, superintendent
of the city schools, left today for Indiana to be gone for a couple of
weeks. While away Prof. Wagner will
employ an assistant for the school
here, being authorized so to do by the
board.
Rev. J. B. Summers passed through
Santa Fe yesterday on his way to
Wagon Mound where he will assist In
special meetings
being held there.
Mr. Summers Is quite enthusiastic over the crop prospect and present conditions in the Estancia valley.
Miss Kate Muller,
Miss Myrtle
Rush worth
Boyle and Miss Gladys
left this morning for the Pecos accompanied by Prof. Cockerell for a two
days outing. The party made the trip
on horseback and will spend tonight
at the Vivash ranch and will return
tomorrow evening.
A. W. Blkker, the well known Insurance man of Albuquerque who Is
spending a couple of weeks here Is
making a collection of fine photographs of Santa Fe and vicinity. His
views from Ft. Marcy are classics. Mr.
Blkker Is a kodak enthusiast and has
one of the finest cameras In the
soutbweBt.
Senator B. F. Pakey arrived In
Santa Fe thiB morning from his ranch.

8TRUCK GOOD WATER.
S. A. Robinson, who came from El
Paso, June 1, and took up a homestead
12

miles from

southwest

Deralng,

from the Red Mountain,, called on the
editor and told about the new well he
has just completed. He Btruck water
at 87 feet and carried the well on to

feet. He has a strong flow of fine
water, and will Install a windmill at
once. Next year he will drill on down
third Btratum and put in a
Robinson Is
pumping plant Mr.
building a house at present. He says
the Red Mountain district is settling
up fast and crops ore looking good.
Deming Headlight.
GOOD TIMES, GOOD FEED.
Those who could not attend the
sucHorse Shoe Grove Picnic were
cessful In enjoying one of the most
sumptuous feasts ever held in De
Moines.
Thursday evening a few
ladies started a move to have a little
picnic of our own, and it was a most
The dinner was
successful event.
served at Dr. Bassett's office, the
the
tables were arranged, and when
good ladies had placed the good things
on the tabl it almost groaned under
the weight, the table being so full that
the guests were obliged to hold
their plates In their hands.
The menu consisted of fried chickchicken, salads, various
en, roast
kinds, pies, cakes, fruits, melons and
lemonade.
All expressed themselves sb enjoyWe are sure
ing the good dinner.
that those attending the
picnic didn't have a more enjoyab'e
time than we who uttended the little
home picnic. There were too many
Des Moines
to mention all the names.
sVastlka.
90
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BY RIVAL REVOLUTIONS

Managua, Nicaragua, Aug. 6. (By
wireless to Colon) The city of Managua is perfectly quiet today but has
been placed under military guard by
The stores continue
the president.
open throughout the town.
chief of the arThe commander
my, General Emilio Chamorro, is engaged In recruiting the government
forces.
dismissed a
President Diaz has
number of officials In various parts
of the country, deposing those friendof war, General
ly to the
Luis Mena, and replacing them by parThe mintisans of the government.
ister of finance, Pedro Rafael Cuadra.
declares there is still some disorder
in the Province of Granada, where
several of his brothers have been arrested, and a store belonging to one
of them at San Francisco, in the province of Rivas has
destroyed by
troops under the command of a son
of the late secretary of war.
The story of the revolution as related In official circles is:
On Monday morning, July 9, Presiof
dent Diaz deposed the secretary
war, General Mena, appointing in his
place, General Carmelo Berberana
Diaz.
He also appointed General
Emlllo Chamorro. who is leader of
the conservative party, commander In
chief of the army.
On that afternoon. General Chamorro took possession of the left half of
of Mvnagua, In which
the fortress
the residence of General Mena was
situated. The troops stationed there
and In the fort on the hill Joined General Chamorro.
The deposed secretary of war fled
to the Tight half of the fortress together with his guard and the troops
stationed there sided with him.
There was some firing outside the
fortress, one civi'lan being killed and
several soldiers wounded.
American Minister Weltzel, carrying the American flag, then called upon both generals and obtained from
the late secretary of war his written
resignation from office and his promise not to fight.
That night at about nine o'clock,
General Mena abandoned the fortress
and with his troops and three machine guns, left the city of Managua.
He was Joined by the entire police
force nnd marshed to Masaya, about

Some of th
12 miles to the south.
police have since returned here.
MARINES

FROM

PANAMA

ARE SENT TO MANAGUA.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. Marines from Panama have been ordered
to Nicaragua to surolement the force
of bluejackets now In Managua guarding Americans and their property.
The collier Justin, now steaming
from San Juan del Sur was today ordered to Panama to embark 350 marines for Corlnto.
GENERAL MENA GETS
ORDERS FROM UNCLE SAM,
San Juan del Sur, Aug. C The American blue Jackets end marines who
were landed from the United States
gunboat Annapolis at Corlnto, Saturday, and who are now In Managua,
have ordered General Luis Mena,
former minister of war, and now leader of the revolutionaries, to deliver
up immediately, the lake steamers
owned by the railroads, which are
run by an American company. George
T. Weltzel, the United States minister, has sent a note to General Mena,
advising him that the United States
government recognized the governA large
Diaz.
ment ot President
quantity of arms has been brought
from Coronto Managua to enable the
to take the offensive
government
against the followers of General
Mena.

'

The force of 100 American bluejackets and marines who were landed at
Corlnto from the United States gunboat AnnapollB late on Saturday night
nnd who arrived In this city on Sunday
to protect American Hvcb and property found the caplta--l of Nicaragua
in comparative tranquility.
American minister Weltzel at once
tcok measures to cause General Mena,
the former minister of war, who Is
now leading the revolution, to deliver
up the lake steamers belonging to the
American company running the railroads, which he seized to transport
his followers to attack the citieB on
the shores of the lake.
the
President Diaz has requested
dispatch of a further body of United
StateB marines to reinforce the blue- Juckets already here.
The American minister supports
this request, as the presence of a
stronger force of American troops Is
regarded as necessary for the protection of foreigners.

Why Have "Blerves?"

Tills is the reason why women have " nerves," When thoughts heiiln to g0W
sent
cloudy and uncertain, impulses lnj and the warnings of puin and distresi are
like flying messages throughout limbs and frame, straightway, nine times in ten, a
6rst
where
she
the
defect
some
to
at
trouble
of
the
osuse
the
point
womsnwill lay
Is it a headache, a backache, a sensation of irritability or twitching and
felt it,
head
or
be
with
must
the
wrong
back, a
uncontrollable nervousness, something
very often centers in the
woman naturally says, but all the tim ihe real troi-blIn nine eases out of ten the scat of the difficulty is here, and s
womanly organs.
womnn should take rational treatment for its cure. The local disorder and inflam
motion of the delicate special organs of the sex should be treated steadily and

systematically.
Dr. Pierce, during a long period of practice, found that a prescription mado
from medicinal extracts of native roots, without the use of alcohol, relieved over 90
of such oases. After using this remedy for many years in his private praa
ecnt.
per
tioe he put it up in form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, that would make it
easily procurable, and it can be had at any store where medicines are handled.
Mils. Ln,A B. TIawkins, of Xjous, Va., writes! " I had boon falling In hoalth
for two ynarw mowt of the time was not able U attend to my honwtliold duties.
Fmnolo wnoknosswHB my trouble and I wan getting very bud biit, tlianlis to Doctor
riep-e'medicines, 1 am well and strong aimln. I took only throe lxttl( of ' Favorand used thn 'Lotion lablota,' I have nothing but praise for
ite
Lector l'lorco's wonderful niodlclnoa,"

TAKE DR. PIERCE'S

PLEASANT PELLETS FOR LIVER ILLS.

agalnst the fenoe in the rear of the
, the
whole aim and doing good work; the weed harveBt
lot and that they were piling boxes "get there';
thought of life .was to win wealth and is being garnered-- ; the unsightly spot
on
It,
and
the
charitable
view
taking
BYSTANDER
THE
bo somebody. So, in the struggle that on Palace avenue la being cleared and
of it, and believing that those In
has become universal, It Is a relief now the thing that the Bystander Is
charge really intended to help make
to hear once in a while the 8ol"K to pound on is the question of
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of a modern city It looks simpof the most take up the work of the publicity de- Inhabitants,
in having everything at Its best In hundred
ODE TO NEW MEXICO.
THE JAY WALKER,
unly outrageous and Miexcusably
CHANGE.
MUST
the
must
have the backing generous and progressive types, con-- 1 PTtment and make that business his (Lines iby Rev. J. F. edgpeth,
he
city,
inis la a new American term. It
on
kempt. It requires bo little care to
of
the work.
While regretting
but a part
In the present movement among of the citizens. Hote Is an Instance: venlent as to transportation,
keep the 'weeds down and the result speaks for itself. It is the chap who
the date of admission ni a state.)
to lose him from the active manageIs so gratifying that It Is a wonder don't know where to walk to keep women to be like men, which I as- Palace avenue from the post office to few mlleB in various directions, to
the ruins of several ancient towns, ment of the Institution, the import- Hall to the state, new torn,
anyone will let them grow. The con- - out of the way and make the thor-- turns Is one of the meanings of the j the plaza Is strewn with waste paper,
ance of the publicist was bo apparent Thrice blessed be her morn
trast between the court house Tard oughfare in town passable for others. suffragette movement, the ladles will thrown carelessly down by those who whose history Is Just now attracting
When, first her star arose.
I am not making mention of the jay have to make some radical changes open their mall on the street and can the attention of educators and scien that his proposition was gladly acand the Held adjoining ought to be lea- The organization has reach- - May Heaven's bounty bide
tific men of national and international cepted.
in their methods of doing things.
not wait to throw islde the
eon enougn to convince anybody.
wrapper!
(wamer Because he Is especially
On
all her borders wide.
These people deserve ea that stage In its growth that makes
I give herewith a few of the things until they reach a place where the reputation,
are a number of guests' In sptcuous In Santa Fe, but only beHer sons and daughters guide
e
he is a specimen now extant which men and women do in a radio-all- waste can be thrown. Some time ago, the earnest
Santa Fe from the east at the
ipport and hearty co-- miemgent and well directed advertls- - From
friends and foes.
different way, and which, of the Woman's Board of Trade noted operation of all good people over the nig a necessity end the creation of
ent time. They can do us a lot of everywhere.
His favorite stunts conhills.
good or a lot of Inarm and really, It Is sist In trying to pass on the wrong ocurse our lady friends, should take the manner in which waste
was state, and we feel that it is only a this department was imperative and Hall to her
The hoary suow king fills
up to us which we want them to do. side of the walk and then when the Into consideration f they really In thrown about and suggested to the question of time until they will re where Mr. Corbett's ability is know
It is generally
A well kept city leaves always a good Person who Is trying to accommodate tend to do things as men do them.
recognized that no bet From thence he streams and springs,
city council the placing of galvanized ceive it. Already, quite o number of
Women.
iron cans at the corners of the plaza leading citizens, Including Dr. E. Mc ter man to handle this work could Which slip o'ftf gravely gradei,
impression and one carelessly kept Is himself to the jay walker, steos- to
tne other side to harmonize his step, Leave vehicles, face to the rear.
a poor advertisement
para.
This Idea was carried out, Queen Gray, Col. J. p. Porter and a have been selected. He has promised Which glide ttrough canon shades.
Benito Alarld is doing his part and tne jay is in front of him. and inme- Buttons on left, buttonholes on right, and if our citizens would remember number of others have agreed to do io prepare "sermons for the preach To greet in gr.issy glades
diately there takes place one of those Clothes fasten behind,
while he sings.
setting a good example.
this and Just wait until they reach nate $100 each. In order to relieve the ers, theses for the teachers and edi The mock-birsidewalk Jigs, so funny for the onlook TbreadLg needle, hold needle In the plaza to throw away their waste management of Its embarrassment by torials for the newspapers," end
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maize,
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so insufferably silly and aggra
THE STORK.
right hand, thread In left.
papers, Instead of strewing the street reason of ,lB Indebtedness, and in this everybody in New Mexico Is not talk. Outstretched In magic haze
ing and working for Chautauqua beIn big headlines with accompanying vating to the participant who has been Turn to left In passing.
with them, it would add tremendously connection, we will say that Dr. Oray
By cloudB o'enest.
fore the next annual meeting it will
Men,
to the cleanly appearance of that part check has already been received.
pictures, dispatches are being pub- forced Into the performance by the
There buffalo one rrnzed.
Leave vehicles face to front.
lished in the dally papers announcing idlosyncracy of the Jay walker who
of the city.
one else who may feel inclined not bo his fault.
It is really a sort of disAny
There
Indian chieftains gazed,
the fact that the stork is to make a will not profit by the experience but Buttons on right, buttonholes on left. grace and surely a nuisance to see bo to do likewise will merit and receive
With the creation of this depart And there our fatiiers blazed
call at the home of Mrs. Madeline will go right on after he has got by Clothes fasten in front.
much slovenliness in our Btreets. The the gratitude of the management. A- ment, the selection of this capable
The trail to empL ps vast.
Force Astor in a few days now. I re- and try to pass the very next person Hold needle in left hand, thread in mayor and council are
doing good lthough the indebtedness does not rep- board of managers, most of whom are
Hal!
to her fertile Telds,
member the sasie thing happened in he meets on the wrong side of the
right
work now in getting the weeds clean- - resent such a large amount, some of experienced
Chiutauqua men, the
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the case of Ethel Barrymore Colt and walk.
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other four hundred class people.
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but our for payment, and are not in a position never have been before, the ministers Her golden shock of.com.
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Now, I do not underestimate the Itn- is to cross the street anywhere he method of doing things Is right, for citizens ""B"
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forgetB
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can do it so easily In the In- - o" Mountalnalr, viz: J. W. Corbett, enthusiasm they Yvte and a better Her meadow lands tha; know
nor the interest it Is to the imme- - tllat ''nere are corners or crossings level headednesa. or bv whatever 8tancethey
abov clted. DJ carrying a few Col. W. M. McCoy, Prof. C. L. Burt, realization by the public generally of Tbe happy harvest's horn.
diate family nor anything of that kind. nnd he attempts to make a crossing, name we choose to call it is a mighty
eet anl putting Mr. Isaac Fallen and Dr. B. E. Hed what Chautauqua means and Btands Hall to her pioneers.
ulta 01
I only wonder why the call of thel regardIess- Hence tnat other street reliable thing, but I am bound to say them in PaPer
a galvanized Iron can provld- - ding, who have heroically maintained for, the institution was never so Ann- Who', dauntless of all fears
why
bird is really of any more interest at!exhlbItlon tnat has lts amusing side that I never could understand
'or that Very purpose.
There is It from its incipiency and will continue ly established or Its prospects so Hewed out the shlnoig way
the home of Madeline Force Aston!0 everJ,bcKly but the participant. The omen Insisted on getthm off a car,
The path that now we treaL
walker gets out a little way froir fnce to the rear or why they Insist on not much manual labor connected to do so, but will be grateful for any good.
irnnd Ja
than to anv other Tinme nf
The closing address was: "Life's With blessings rlch'y spread.
with It, Just a little brain work; Just assistance from the friends of educa
and useful American family. Thls,tne curb and Immediately there is a fastening tjheir clothes in the back.
ani honks end toots Whether stepping off a car back- - a little thought for the city's appear- - tlon and a higher conception of the Voyage." Dr. C. E, Morgan. Dr. Mor Is where they wrought and bled
stork is a mighty busy bird. His com- - "leue, v 01
gan Is president of Western College, That we might see this day.
nnce; JuBt a rememberance that there blessings it brlr.gs.
Ing, while Important, Is not on Pvnr from uzz wagons on the avenue. The ward Is Just obstinacy or a habit that
Besides the men above named, and is a gentleman of fine address, Hall to each
so unusual as to call for startling 3ay walker begins his dance again cannot be overcome, I do not know; nre other people in town and that
saint tnd sage,
headlines and large pictures and vivid mixed with a series of dodges that but one would think that after being they want to see things neat and are there are many others who have con as well as being informed and an en Who wrote upon the page
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Of lives unstained and pure.
description such as would be expected In the Rosenthal murder or a Kan- er gasp in wonder and turn blue with force of a sand, bag dropping from an- strangers here who are making mental Chautauqua a Buccess in every way League. He illustrated his subject Unselfish thoUEht and deed
and in order to do so, many sacrifices with a description of the building of That we who run
sas cyclone. The fact Is that the ex- envy, while the chauffeur, on the oth aeroplane or an upper cut from John- note of thlngB In Santa Fe.
may read,
t
a ship and the launching, with all the
as many a woman has
have been made.
pected visit of the historic bird to the er band puts a red tint on the atmos son's catapult,
Unthinking of our creed.
Prominent among those contribu minutest detai's,
he Brave
home of the Astor family Is only be- phere with the colored vigor of his een, by trying to alight wrong face
that
"bowing
thoughts that shall endure.
that they would change their style Mr. W. S. Gunsalus, a farmer living tors are the following, viz: J. P. Dun knows something ot ship building
cause it Is the Astor family and that language, and the Jay walker gets
alighting from a car and do as men near Fleming, Pa., says he has used lavy, Fred L. Hill, Dr. C, J. Amble, Then the sailing of the craft out over Hall to the God of grace,
That's ghastly as be remembers the hard
they have oodles of money.
end Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth, Mrs. Cowgill, the rough Bea. He Bhowed how w Who gave to us a place
all. It Is the spirit of toadyism that tonsls'eicy of the pavement and the do; and one would think too, that they Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
of going
through Diarrhoea Remedy In his family for Mrs. Garnett and many others scat are our own captain, and that we arc To labor and to love
t crushing weight of an automobile. The would get tired
him hneomo n cnmmnn
thi
a nuisance, but one that gymnastic exercises like the India fourteen years, and that he has found tered over the state,
Till earthly splendors pale.
provided with a chart end compass,
only in America but elsewhere when Jay walker '
w'thout doubt, be always with us. rubber man used to do in tbe circus, it to be an excellent remedyi and
coin is the test of standing in a com- The Introductory exercises of the and that we may augment our know Till earthly empires fail
It. 1912
everytlnie they try to button up a takes pleasure in recommending
assembly were conducted by the ledge, from time to time, by question And all true hearts hall
munlty; when the man without It, no
shirt waist. Maybe that is regarded For sale by all dealers.
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Christian Endeavor and State Sunday ing mariners upon the same Bea, and The kingdom from above.
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of Col George Andrew8i attacned t0 er
back of it, the child might never! Let's see, who are the United
orate your liver, and regulate your
plane of thought and life. Among Howell and Rev. Hedgpeth.
a needle after it's threaded,
the department of the east, at New these
achieve more than the youngsters States senators from Georgia,
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